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noTe from The direcTor
The Writers’ Slate          Spring 2016

It is, indeed, a pleasure to present this special issue of The Writers’ Slate 
because it contains the winning entries of those young people who 
entered the 2015-2016 writing contest. This is one way that teachers can 
support writing in the schools by encouraging students to enter contests. 
We at The Writing Conference, Inc., hope that we can contribute to that 
effort by publishing the winning entries. 

 These winners were chosen from a total of 321 entries. There were 
99 high school students who entered, 180 middle school students and 42 
elementary students. We had entries from across the United States. The 
Writing Conference, Inc. is very proud of those students who write and of 
those teachers who encourage their students to write. 

 Congratulations to the winners and to all who entered. May you 
continue to have success in writing!

 We also want to thank the judges who gave of their time and talent 
to assess these entries.

John H. Bushman, Director
The Writing Conference, Inc.



x xi

leTTer from The GuesT ediTor

 As a child, I am almost ashamed to admit, I was a reluctant reader. It 
wasn’t until freshman year in Mrs. Sutton’s high school English class that 
I learned the joy of reading. Her unique projects included building scale 
models of Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre and presenting super condensed five 
minute reports over self-selected books. Her spirit of hands-on independence 
is what I have brought to this issue of The Writers’ Slate.

 Dr. Franklin reminds me of Mrs. Sutton. In The Winter 2016 issue, he 
challenged me to bring my more graphic style to a fashion project. His faith 
gave me the confidence that I was able to bring to this issue. Thank you Dr. 
Franklin for your patience and understanding. 

 I also want to thank the interns who have established the style and 
creativity that are features of The Writers’ Slate. Jessica Lucas, Michelle 
Gorges and Alex Sheppard are my editorial heroes.

 Thank you also to the young writers whose submissions provided me 
with a pre-professional purpose. Your words are worthwhile; please continue 
your writing journey.

 As I say good-bye to The Writers’ Slate I want to say hello to our next 
intern Chanda Williams. Chanda, a piece of advice that I can leave for you: 
never forget to italicize The Writers’ Slate. 

~Royce Parker
  Assistant Editor of The Writers’ Slate
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Terra Lee
California
Elementary School

Heart 
of a 
Lion

Fear and pain blind me
tears slowly well up

 hurt and pain like shocking sledgehammers
making holes in my heart
making holes in the world
my heart of a lion cowers

Talking is impossible
the power of speech is gone
I don’t want to face my fears

just leave it behind 
it won’t hurt me

who knew such words could inflict pain?

Those bullies don’t know what normal is
teasing me with arrogance
hurtful words leave a dent

in my heart
in my soul

 because I am different
 I am “not normal”

I am deformed

I am tossed about
 this kind of teasing 

happens every day to me
 insults about my deformity

 fingers pointing at me
kids jeering

I am an exhibit for people’s entertainment
every lunch, every recess
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Even though I am used to 
the pointing

the name calling 
the sudden trashing of my homework

I can’t take it anymore
NO MORE

No more fingers pointing
No more name calling

This time
 I am NOT running away

I am NOT going to be a coward
NO MORE

my heart of a lion stands his ground

There is a little seed 
 pleading for me,

“Go back. Go back.”
“Why are you so ashamed of yourself?”

that little voice speaks boldly to me
to speak up

to have a voice
from a heart of a lion

I knew
I could be anything
I need to fight back

I need the heart of a lion
to face reality

to raise me from the dust of despair
to finally illuminate my personality

to those who keep me in the shadows

I have the heart of a lion
I am NOT “Zombie Freak.”

A million lies
 thrown by big bullies

their words could bore a hole in you
so powerfully

but I have
the heart of a lion

to help me fight back 
with my words

to protect my self-esteem
 those bullies

can NOT take away
my courage

I AM THE HEART OF A LION
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Tamia Thompson
Texas
Middle School

Big Sister 
Shield Me

She grew up too fast, 
Pulled every which way 

Took the fall for me when I was in harm’s way 
Big Sister, Shield Me 

 
Broke my fall 
Held my hand 

Wiped my tears 
It’ll be alright 

Big Sister, Shield Me 
 

Drew on a smile for my sake, 
Painted me a permanent blue sky with the the hues of her heartbreak, 

And used her brokenness to heal me 
Big Sister, Shield Me 

 
Counselor, 

Teacher, Friend, 
Protector, 

Hero, 
The epitome of selflessness 

Shield 
 

Crafted her tears into armour, 
Fashioned her soul into a sword 

Welded her mind into a golden locket 
And she was my shield. 
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Arielle DeVito
Ohio
High School

Once, she had hair gold as the sun’s
blinding glare on a burnished shield,
her blood red lips spoke seduction,
strange charms to tantalize her suitors.
She made the mistake of being beautiful
in the presence of a man with sea salt
in his beard and ocean waves 
on his rough tongue.

He took her on the floor of the temple
where she once worshipped her goddess,
and her hair tied golden knots over her eyes
so she never saw his face past her fear.
Her goddess turned against her,
screaming falling on stony ears
her heart became a viper’s nest
every hissing curl reeked of betrayal.

She fought back waves of despair
with fangs and spitting venomous words. 
The fallen, her new sisters, folded her
into their lives with all the gentleness
fiendish outcasts can muster -
yet she is not carved from the same stone.
Her heart is still soft enough that every
man whose gaze she turns against him
stabs shards of pain into her gullet.

One comes, whose skin is still soft with youth,
soul battered smooth in the darkness of the sea
he knows better than to let his eyes meet hers.
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Her life drains from her open throat
her own voice writhes, smothered,
her sisters flee, one choking on her rage and
the other sobbing injustice to the heavens.

She is not stifled, tragedy forgotten –
she begets beauty once again 
born from a monstrosity, her son
spreads wings to the skies, muscles straining
reaching towards the heavens, he begs
no forgiveness, offers his service.
Her glinting eyes and rigor mortis grin
serve as a means to salvation
in the hands of her butcher, becoming
the tainted face of freedom, a heroine
to those whose lives she delivers.

She did not succumb to fear biting
at her flesh and draining her of self, 
she fought her monstrous exterior and the
monsters that dwell in every man.
She is painted in oils, the villain whose
rolling eyes and writhing snakes are demons within
but she knows that her disfigurement
is defensive: she is a horror more heroic 
than the man who slaughtered her in her sleep
or the goddess, whose temple another defiled,
who condemned her own supplicant to agony.
Despite her desolation, with courage she
tore through the veil of torment masking
every day, lived through her misery,
reborn as winged divinity.  
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Samantha Paige Glenn
Missouri
Elementary School

Have Courage

Courage is a part of your everyday life.
You don’t only need courage to walk onto the bloody battlefield,
you need courage to think 
about the past, the present and, the future.
Courage is the sound of bells ringing in the town.  
Courage is an everyday helper with anything you do,say,or think.
Courage is like the sound  of gunfire in the plains.
Courage is the tremendous fight for family and friends or even 
strangers.
Help someone living on the street. 
Have great courage.
Make new friends.
Have even greater courage.
Go to church.
Have the greatest courage.
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Lina Zhang
Missouri
High School

Our Tree

When my garden was flattened 
By six feet of dry leaves and snow,

Her desire to unveil
Saplings suffocating beneath my weary sole

Sowed the sprouts of courage: hope - 
I clenched it numbly in pink fists.

When we were both neck deep, Her 
Cherry-tinted bare fingers 

shattered boulders of ice into pebbles while
My stiff hands frantically trapped 

The pale courage She radiated 
through every foggy breath.

Even when it was easier 
To leave lifeless leaves

Than shovel through frost-wrapped carcasses, 
Her patience, Her gentle courage

Against my tornadic blizzard
Had the strength of an evergreen.

Today the sun shines over 
once clouded, constricted skies

and I have grown the pine of a thank you
For the Hero who had

The courage to give courage
When She flew in from Her winter to mine.

I would have let my green saplings shrivel to yellow
But today I have grown the pine of a thank you

(it whispers Her name in feathery
 early-morning breezes)

So I can bring Her the life in winter
Just like She gave me mine.
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Laura Helgeson
Alaska
Middle School

Promises

Crystal tears roll down her face 
and fall into her lap.
Her milky face free of scars,
a story not yet written.
I wrap my arms around her 
like the wings of a summer bird. 
“My child, My child,” I whisper,
“wipe your painful tears away.
All your wounds will heal, 
and the sun will rise again.”
She raises her head to me, 
and I take her innocent hands.
She says, “Promise me 
I’ll never feel this way again.”

“There will be broken arms and broken hearts.
There will be war and dismal days.
There will be poverty and insanity
to greet you when you’re grown.
You will see death and gravestones,
and your share of hospital beds.
Rain will soak you to the bone 
and cold will bite your skin.
You will hear nails on a chalkboard, 
and hear grown men cry.
Your tears will fall on paper,
smearing blackened ink.
Prison doors will close behind you
and boats of dreams will sink.”
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“But my child, oh my child,
when you hold your baby in your arms,
the way I hold you now,
I promise you and this is true
the sun will rise again.”  
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Minju Kim
California
High School

When America had fallen 
Buried underneath
Years of consumption and greed 
We were reminded
“The only thing we have to fear 
Is fear itself.”

So you shed all fright 
Determined, resolved, confident 
That victory awaits
For those undaunted, 
“Intrepid”
Hurtling towards the ocean
No terror for its depth 
Competent (overly) 
Ambivalent (frankly) 
Mindless (indefinitely)

You refused to listen 
To your pounding heart
Stilled (you hoped) for eternity 
Worried
That adrenaline 
Means vulnerability-- 
Forgetting
Even rockets need a rush 
To overcome light years 
And kiss the stars

Inseparable 
Elements
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Will you (we) see? 
Fear does not blind you 
(nor asphyxiate!) 
Rather
Helps you stand taller 
Straighter
Gives you a voice 
(albeit a bit shaky)
To surf tsunamis of adversity 
Thunderous
Passionate
Courageous
 
From raindrops
To emotional, zealous storms 
All
Because you were a little scared.



NARRATIVE
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Erin Buglewicz
Nebraska
Elementary School

Practically
Sisters

 I stared at my reflection in the mirror as I pulled my cardigan 
over my broad  shoulders. My chestnut-brown hair fell down to my 
shoulders and framed my long face. My dark ocean blue eyes stared 
back at me and looked at my other features. My nose was very long, 
which I thought stuck out too much, my pointed chin ended my long 
face. My skin was quite tan from the summer break and the endless 
days laying  poolside.
 “Gabby, hurry up!” my mom shouted. “You don’t want to be late 
for your first day of school!” her voice traveled up the stairs.
 “Coming, Mom!” I yelled back.
 I raced down the stairs and saw her in her favorite fluffy pink 
robe. I quickly pulled on my shoes over my heels. My mother handed 
me my backpack and my lunch.
 “Bye, Mom!” I yelled, as I swung my backpack over my broad 
shoulders and started to depart from the house.
 “Bye, sweetheart!” my mom yelled, but I hardly caught her 
voice in the wind as I scrambled down the steps in my haste to get to 
school.
 As I jogged to school, I smelled the crisp cool September air and 
saw the leaves starting to turn a golden brown at the tips.
 I ran up the steps to the brick school building, going two at a 
time. I threw open the door and felt a sharp blast of warm air hit my 
face. I ran down the hall, my bag bobbing up and down on my back.
 I opened the door to my homeroom class, seeing a few glances 
in my direction as I made my entrance. They snapped their heads 
back and resumed their conversations with the kids around them. I 
spotted my desk by the name-tag on it.
 I started to unpack my backpack and arrange my new materials 
in my desk when someone hissed my name.
 “Gabby. Gabby. Gabby!” I heard someone say. I lifted my head 
up the third time I heard my name called, but didn’t find the person 
who was hollering for me. “Gabby, turn around!”
 My blue eyes slowly peered over my wide shoulders, and they lit 
up at the recognition of curly blonde hair and piercing green eyes.
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 “Hey, Sara!” I said in a loud whisper to my best friend. The 
last time I saw Sara, her curly blonde hair was shorter and her 
skin was paler. But, over the summer, her hair had grown to about 
the middle of her back and her skin was golden.
 She opened her mouth to say something, but then the bell 
rang and our teacher ordered us to be silent. I turned around to 
face the front of the room where my teacher stood.
 She was short and stubby, but she had high heels on to 
appear taller than she really was. Her face, hands, and arms had a 
few wrinkles and creases in her skin and her dark brown hair was 
beginning to have a few white strands. She was also a little bossy, 
but when she spoke it wasn’t rough and firm, instead it had a little 
squeak to it.
 “My name is Miss Daphne, and I will be your homeroom 
teacher.” she began, writing her name on the chalkboard for us 
all to see.
 She began talking more and I think she thought her voice 
sounded tough, but really at the end of each word her voice 
would squeak and sometimes the class would wince if it was 
really high.
 Miss Daphne rambled on and on, stopping a few times to 
write something on the chalkboard with bright yellow chalk. I 
yawned a few times after a while and my eyes began to wander 
around the classroom.
 “We do have a new student.” she announced. “Demi?” she 
asked. “Why don’t you come here?”
 My attention flickered to the new girl in the front row. She 
slowly rose out of her chair and went to stand by the teacher in 
the front of the room.
 I noticed Demi was several inches taller than the teacher, 
even when Miss Daphne had on three-inch heels. Demi’s hair was 
light brown and she had small dark almond shaped eyes. Her 
nose was long like mine, and her skin was quite tan, too.

 “Everyone say ‘hello’ to Demi.” Miss Daphne squeaked.
 “Hello, Demi.” we said in unison.
 Demi’s tan and plump cheeks turned a rosy pink at the 
greeting, and she quickly sat down at her desk so the teacher 
couldn’t embarrass her anymore. The new kid. I remember that 
well. I was there just last year.
 “Okay, class,” Miss Daphne began, “you have a few minutes 
to familiarize yourselves with your class schedule. Feel free to ask 
me any questions you have.”
The room was filled with voices as kids compared each other’s 
schedules. I turned around in my seat to face Sara.
 “What’s your first class, Sara?” I asked her.
 She glanced at her schedule and groaned. “English. How 
about you?”
 “Me, too.” I said, happy to have Sara in at least one of my 
classes.
 The bell rang and Miss Daphne tried to yell over the noise, 
but you could hardly hear her voice because it was just a squeak. 
“Gather your materials for your morning classes! You are 
dismissed.”
 Desks were heard slamming shut all around the room as 
kids grabbed their notebooks and textbooks from their desks. I 
gathered my own things and followed Sara out the door and down 
the hall to English.
 We entered the classroom and sat down across from each 
other so we could talk as kids filed through the door. The teacher 
walked in as the bell rang and we all fell silent. She peered at us 
over her glasses which were perched at the tip of her nose. Her 
stiff, reddish-brown hair didn’t move at all as she paced around 
the room and began to speak.
 After a few minutes of this, the door flew open so fast I 
thought it had came off its hinges. Demi walked in, a little out of 
breath. She blushed, as she realized she was late and was now 
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interrupting class.
 “Sorry, Miss.” she said to the teacher. “With this big of a 
school, I got lost easily.” I heard a few chuckles at this comment 
and the teacher whipped her head around to look at the class, 
using her teacher look that quieted us instantly.
 She turned her head back to Demi, and said, “Alright, but 
don’t let it happen again.” her voice turned gruff. “ Demi nodded. 
“You can sit right here.” she said, placing her hand on an empty 
desk in the front row that everyone else had avoided. Demi sat 
her books on the desk and sat down.
 Sara rolled her eyes at me as she jotted something down on a 
piece of paper that she had torn out of her notebook. She quickly 
glanced around the room, only moving her piercing green eyes, 
and inconspicuously handed me the note.
 My eyes jumped onto each word, my brain processing what 
she had written.
 ‘At least you weren’t that bad off when you came here.’ it 
read.
 I remembered when I had once been the new girl like Demi. 
All the new faces, friends you had to leave behind and new ones 
that you had to make, and being confused in the new halls. I knew 
that this wasn’t a huge school, but being new makes it feel that 
way. I could feel where Demi was coming from: lost, confused, 
nervous, or scared.
 I picked up a new sharp pencil and wrote a note to Sara on 
the same piece of paper.
 I wrote, ‘I know it’s not a big school, but I had a new friend to 
help guide me through the halls. All she needs is a friend.’
 But I crumpled the paper up instead of giving it to her, 
knowing Sara would just laugh at it, thinking it was all mushy.
 Sara’s like a Tootsie Pop. She has a hard candy shell outside, 
but when you really get to know her you get to taste the sweet 

chocolate on the inside. The chocolate center is like when 
she softens up enough to let the the hard shell break and she 
becomes your friend.
 The rest of English class passed in a haze. Before I knew it, it 
was finally time for our next class.
 “I’ve got Math, next.” Sara said, as we got out of our seats and 
carried our books out the door.
 “History.” I stated.
 She shrugged her shoulders, her curls bouncing as she did.
 “Well, see you at lunch.” she said, and went the other way, 
down the hall.
 I, meanwhile, went the exact opposite direction. I began to 
walk, seeing others pass me, when I felt a tap on my shoulder.
 “Excuse me.” a girl said.
 I turned around and saw Demi, but I had to tilt my head up to 
actually see her face.
 “I’m looking for the History class.” she said. “Do you know 
where it is?” she asked, looking up and down at her schedule.
 “Yeah, I’m actually headed there myself. Just follow me.” I 
told her. “My name’s Gabby by the way.
 “Demi.” she said. “Although you may already know that.”
 As we walked the short stretch to History, I thought of how I 
used to be like Demi. Again. Except this year, I could play the role 
of Sara: the new friend.
 “Here we are.” I said, stopping in front of the door. She 
peeked in the glass on the door, bending down a little because 
the glass wasn’t at her eye level. “Want to sit by me?” I asked. 
Demi nodded, looking a little relieved. She opened the door and 
we each sat in a desk in the very back.
 The bell rang and the teacher looked up from where he sat 
behind his desk. He slowly got up, using his cane, and wrote his 
name on the board. He talked to the class, and Demi and I quietly 
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held a conversation of our own for the rest of the class.
 The bell rang and we all cheered because it was time for 
lunch. Demi and I walked back to our homeroom together, talking 
like old friends. We emptied our books and other supplies into 
our desks and grabbed our lunches out of the closet.
 As we walked to the cafeteria, Demi asked me, “Want to sit 
together?”
 “Sure! My other friends might sit with us, too, if that’s all 
right.” I said.
 Demi nodded and we sat down at a long table so we would 
have room for my other friends to sit.
 We both started unpacking our lunches when Sara, and a few 
of my other friends sat down at our table.
 “Hey, Gabby!” the identical twins, Sophie and Stella said 
together.
 “Hey, guys!” I squealed. “Hey, Natalie! What’s up, Maggie?” I 
said to my other friends. “Sara come sit over here!” I said, patting 
the empty place beside me. Sara reluctantly sat beside me, as if I 
were a black widow and I would bite her.
 Everyone, but Sara, waved and then eyed Demi. I glanced at 
her, and saw her cheeks turn a shade of red as different colored 
pairs of eyes stared at her.
 “This is Demi, guys.” I told them, casually.
 “Hi.” Demi said, shyly.
 Natalie, my very out-going friend, looked under the table.
 “Did you drop your fork?” Maggie asked.
 Natalie popped her head back up. “No, Maggie! I had to 
check her shoes!” Then, she turned to Demi. “I love your boots!”
 Demi turned an even darker shade of red. “Thank you. They 
might be muddy from working on the farm, though.”
 “You have a farm?” the twins asked in unison - which they did 
quite often.
 “Sure, do.” Demi pulled a bright red apple out of her brown 

paper bag and took a bite. “This is from the apple orchard, too.” 
she said.
 I turned my head to Sara and saw her roll her eyes. Then, I 
turned back to the group.
 Sophie - or at least I assumed it was her, - shook her head. 
“We should properly introduce ourselves.”
 “I’m Natalie.” Natalie said. Her curly dark hair waved as she 
turned to the twins and pointed to them. “These are the twins, 
Sophie and Stella.” she said pointing to them as she said their 
names. “Or maybe it’s Stella and Sophie?”
 Then Maggie took over. “I’m Maggie, and this here is Sara.” 
she told Demi. “Sara? Sara?” Maggie asked. She waved her hand 
repeatedly in front of her face.
 “Sara?” I asked.
 She blinked her eyes. “Hi.” she stated, blandly.
 I was puzzled. It wasn’t like Sara to be so cold and rude. I 
casually shook it off and for the rest of lunch we ate our lunches 
and interrogated Demi about life on the farm.
 She told us she always wakes up at six o’clock in the 
morning, gets dressed, and goes out to the chicken coop and 
collects eggs for breakfast, bringing them into her ma, so they 
could be cooked for breakfast. Demi then goes back outside and 
to the barn, while her ma cooks the eggs. She feeds the horses, 
Buster and Bunny, and then milks the cow, Winnie. She carries 
the bucket of milk into the house and she helps her ma pour four 
glasses of milk. One for herself, her little sister, her pa, and her 
ma.
 “That’s pretty much the typical morning for me.” Demi said.
 The bell rang, signaling lunch was over. We threw away 
our scraps and went to homeroom and gathered our books and 
materials for the rest of our classes. 
 I started to walk down the hall to Math. I didn’t see any of my 
friends, but then Demi appeared beside me. “Do you have Math, 
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too?” I asked.
 “Yep.” she smiled.
 When we went inside there were already a few girls in there, 
huddled together at their seats, whispering and giggling.
 Demi and I sat down, placing our heavy pile of books down, 
too. “Gabby?” she started.
 “Yeah?”
 “Your friend Sara.” she said. “Was she alright at lunch?”
 I shrugged my shoulders. “Honestly, I don’t know.”
 Some boys came noisily in the door, interrupting our 
conversation.
 “Take your seats, gentlemen.” the teacher said, coming 
out from behind her desk after the bell rang. Their laughs and 
cackles faded away and they found seats close to each other. 
“I’m your teacher, Mrs. Rose.” she said. “Now, this first class, I 
would like everyone to tell the class their name and a fact about 
themselves.” She pointed to Demi, saying, “You’re a new face. 
Why don’t you go first?”
 Demi blushed. I knew exactly what it felt like to be called on 
all the time when you’re new. It was annoying, and was repeated 
every class.
 “My name is Demi and my family owns a farm.” she said 
quickly and sat down.
 “You pick up after horses!” one of the boys blurted out.
 Demi’s face turned more red, either out of anger or  
embarrassment.
 I spun my head towards the boy. He had blond hair and he 
had a grin that stretched across his face. But it didn’t matter who 
it was, or what they looked like, I was tired of people picking on 
Demi. I summoned up all the courage I had and said, “She does 
not! Just leave her alone!” I felt the anger well up inside of me.
 “Does, too!” he argued.
 “You are so childish!” I practically screamed. 

 Demi nudged me and I turned to look at her, my face 
contorted with rage. Her small almond shaped eyes looked from 
me then something else, and back to me. I turned all the way 
around in my seat and saw Mrs. Rose glaring at me.
 “We do not scream in this classroom.” she said very slowly. I 
nodded my head. “Is that clear?” she asked.
 “Yes.” I mumbled.
 “I can’t hear you.”
 “Yes.” my voice was above a whisper.
 “If you can scream then you certainly can tell me loud 
enough.” she said, sternly.
 “Yes, Mrs. Rose.” I said, looking her in the eye.
 “Thank you. Now,” she said looking up towards the boy. “I will 
deal with you later, young man.”
 One by one, we went around the room introducing ourselves. 
I glanced at the clock and saw that the bell would ring at any 
moment. Then the bell rang loudly in our ears and I saw a flash of 
blonde hair as the boy bolted for the door. Mrs. Rose blocked the 
door by simply stepping in front of it. He skidded to a halt in front 
of her and muttered  something.
 She grabbed his arm, pulling him aside, saying, “Class is 
dismissed.”
 Demi and I picked up our things and as I followed Demi 
out the door, I grinned at the boy with blonde hair behind the 
teacher’s back, and watched his helpless face vanish as I walked 
out the door.
 “Thanks for that.” Demi said.
 I shrugged. “No problem.” I said.
 She abruptly stopped. “This is my next class.” she said, 
pointing to the door.
 “I have Study Hall.” I said, feeling a little lonely now.
 “Well, see you later.” she said.
 “Yeah. See you.” I replied.
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 I reached the door to Study Hall and entered. I saw a head 
full of curly blonde hair, surrounded by two identical heads of 
fiery red hair, someone with straight dark brown hair, and a head 
of dark black curly hair tied into a bun.
 Maggie’s straight brown hair revealed her face and I saw 
her waving at me. Sara turned her head and smiled, clearly in a 
happier mood.
 “Hey, Gabby!” Sara said.
 “Hey, Sara!” I replied, smiling.
 “Where’s country girl?” she asked.
 “Who?” I asked.
 My friends giggled and Sara said something, but her voice 
was drowned out by the bell. The teacher on duty skirted the 
room with his eyes and kept his eyes on us for a second. We 
stared back at him and then he picked up a newspaper on the 
desk, and propping his legs up on the desk, he started reading it.
 “Who?” I asked again in a whisper.
 “Demi.” Sara said.
 My jaw almost dropped, but it stayed up because my teeth 
gritted together.
 “Gabby, chill. It’s just a joke.” she whispered.
 I stared intensely at her bright green eyes, and they stared 
back at mine. But they couldn’t hold the stare and they began to 
wander away from my blue eyes.
 “Can’t you just give her a chance?” I pleaded. I felt the 
watchful eyes of our friends around us. Sara sighed. “Please?” 
Sara still hadn’t answered.
 “I don’t want to lose you.” she said. “You’re already best 
friends with her. I thought I was your best friend.” she said.
 “If you think that’s the case, it’s not!” I said, a little too loud. 
Glances were thrown in our direction, but I could hardly tell by 
the cloud of tears in my eyes. I grabbed my belongings and 

stormed out the door without asking if I could be excused.
 “Gabby!” I heard Sara shout in the hall.
 “What?” I screamed, tears rolling my face.
 She ran up to me. “Gabby. Come on,-”
 “No, Sara!” I interrupted her. “You don’t understand! You’ve 
never been the new girl, the one who’s always picked on and 
made fun of. Yes, you’re right, I am friends with Demi. I don’t know 
why I can’t be friends with both of you, though. What makes me 
being new different from Demi being new? Huh, Sara? Nothing.” I 
stared at her. “You hate her. Hate her.”
 “That’s definitely not it.” Sara said.
 “Well then, what is it?” I asked.
 “I don’t hate Demi.” she said. My shoulders were tense, but 
they relaxed just the slightest. “I was just jealous. Jealous of her. 
You were my best friend and she just snatched you away. I do like 
her. I think she’s very nice, but-” her voice trailed off.
 I dropped my books and swung my arms around Sara, 
hugging her. 
 “Uh, Gabby?” she asked.
 I released her. “So, will you try to be friends with her?” I 
asked.
 “Cross my heart, and stick a needle in my eye if I lie.” she 
said.
 I smiled. A door opened and Miss Daphne came out into the 
hall. 
 “What are you two girls doing out here?” she asked.
 “Nothing.” we said together.
 She shook her head. “Trying to skip class on the first day 
already, are we girls?” she said. “Detention for both of you.” We 
nodded. “Now march back to class, both of you.” Sara helped me 
pick up my books, and we went back to Study Hall. Everyone 
looked at us as we entered, but we just sat down and sighed.
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 The next day at lunch, Sara said, “Demi?”
 “Yeah?” she said, warily.
 “I’m sorry. For getting off on the wrong foot.”  Sara said.
 “Friends?” she asked.
 “Practically sisters.” Demi replied.
 We all smiled. All three of us friends. 
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White

Samantha Durham
Kansas
Middle School

Mari took a deep breath, desperately grasping for some sense of calm 
or composure. Everything around her was white. White as in bleak, 
no hope, no future, no happiness, trying to be cheerful and failing 
miserably. And lying on a dreadfully white pillow was a dreadfully 
white face: Stacy’s.
     Mari exhaled slowly. Stacy’s laughter rang through her head like a 
joyous parade, contrasting with the dark cloud covering everything in 
real life. Stacy, why? Why sickness? Why a coma? Why nearly certain 
death at only fourteen? Yet what good did these questions do? They 
only raised more questions.   
      Mari started as she felt a tap on her shoulder, gentle yet imposing.
     “Visiting hours are over,” the nurse said. A smiling nurse in white 
who seemed both fake and bleak, too bright to be real and sparking 
absolutely no desire to “move on.”
     Numbly Mari stood and strode out of the room. She didn’t mind 
the nine flights of stairs dropping down to the main level. She didn’t 
mind the heavy door she had to open on the way out. Nothing really 
mattered all the much to her anymore.
     The sounds of evening life from the bustling town floated through 
the air as she walked from the hospital toward her home. She gazed 
at the burnt orange sky, her eyes unable to focus on the flaming color. 
She was buried too deep in thought. Buried six feet under. Her mind 
flew from its distant lands back to Stacy. How was she ever going to live 
without her best friend? The questions began to flood in again, but this 
time Mari uprooted them quickly. Stacy wouldn’t want her to question, 
but to remember. Yet as this thought planted itself firmly into Mari’s 
mind, another began to fight against it. Why remember? Remembering 
was supposed to impact the future, yet there would be no future for 
Stacy.
     As her thoughts continued to battle, Mari reached her home. A 
large, well-cared for house: it looked cozy but did not feel like it.
     She stepped through the front door and walked into the kitchen 
where she found her parents eating dinner.
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     “Hello, Dear. Would you care to join us?” her mother asked, not 
looking up from the page of finances she was checking.
     Mari shook her head, said a soft, “no,” and exited the kitchen. 
Swiftly she ran up the stairs to her room and collapsed on the 
bed. The eyes that she had thought were dry somehow found 
more tears to cry, and she sobbed, sure that she would never be 
able to survive when Stacy inevitably died.
     Finally, with no tears left to spill, Mari sat up, her hand 
brushing against a small notebook lying on the bed. It fell open 
on the floor, and Mari bent to pick it up, but froze as she saw what 
it had opened to. It was a half-done portrait of Stacy’s face, the last 
sketch she’d done before Stacy entered the coma.
     Mari felt her heart rise into her throat as she grabbed the 
notebook and ripped out the page. She crumpled it and threw it 
into the trash, vowing she would never sketch again.

*            *            *

     “Do you need anything?”
     Mari started at the sound of the same nurse’s voice 
interrupting her thoughts. As she’d expected, Stacy was no better 
today than she had been yesterday.  She shook her head and 
the nurse retreated, leaving her once again to her own thoughts.  
Since coming to the hospital from school, her mind had not 
ceased to replay the events of her first day at school in three 
years without Stacy. 
     Mari had tried to stay out of everyone’s way, not bothering 
anyone so that hopefully she wouldn’t be bothered. Some people, 
however, cannot help but be bothered by anything and will, 
therefore, bother others about anything. Kate, the popular bully 
of the high school, had bumped into her in the hall, then yelled 
at her to apologize. Mari hadn’t realized what was going on, but 

as Kate’s devoted followers began to crowd around her, she felt 
anger and fear rising simultaneously within her. Words flew into 
her head: strong words that would show Kate that she, Mari, was 
not trash. Yet, as the fear continued to rise, Mari could feel herself 
drowning. Finally, she’d blurted out a rather incoherent “sorry” 
and run straight to her next class. She knew that if Stacy had been 
there, she would have stood up for her. She would have answered 
vulgar Kate with the dignity of a queen.
     As the scenes from that school day faded from Mari’s mind, 
they were replaced by an unexpected memory--the last day 
she’d spent with Stacy before the coma. They were sitting in the 
field behind Stacy’s house.  Beyond the field were the dark woods 
that they’d explored many times. Mari was sketching Stacy’s face 
as she looked off, beyond the woods into the sky. Stacy had been 
muttering things about nature and beauty, and Mari had longed 
to put all of that into her sketch. Suddenly, Stacy emerged from 
her deep thoughts and asked to see what Mari was drawing. 
She’d always loved Mari’s sketches, however ugly or stupid they 
seemed to the artist herself.
     Stacy smiled as Mari handed over the half-completed drawing.
     “Oh, it’s beautiful, Mari! Just perfect, but you’ve made me too 
pretty,” Stacy’s voice rang out. Mari had just shaken her head and 
taken the sketch back to continue working on it.
     In a few minutes, Stacy’s mom had called from the back door 
to say that Mari’s mom wanted her to come home. The two had 
walked back to the house, promising to see each other the next 
day.
     Mari drew in a shaky breath as the emotion of those next 
few hours flooded over her. They’d always known about Stacy’s 
illness; it had never been a big deal. Through it all, she’d 
remained relatively healthy. Then, abruptly, she’d taken a sudden 
downturn, and by dawn the next morning, she was in a coma.
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     A long beep echoed from the machine beside the bed, 
invading Mari’s thoughts. She froze, her eyes growing wide. This 
couldn’t be happening.
     Doctors and nurses burst into the room in a matter of seconds. 
One took Mari’s arm and led her out of the room, but she didn’t 
even notice. Her mind was as blank as that beep which had just 
ripped apart her entire world.
     Mari stood outside and waited. The curtains were drawn, and 
the door was shut. She couldn’t see or hear anything, yet the echo 
of that beep haunted her.
     After two long hours, the door finally opened. Three nurses 
emerged, pushing a stretcher with a long white sheet completely 
covering the body.
     White was such an empty color.

*            *            *

     Mari felt nothing. Nothing was worth feeling. As she sat on her 
bed the night after Stacy died, one tear fell, followed by another, 
then another. They fell silently, not daring to disturb the deep, 
unsettled depression which covered her mind and heart. Was this 
how death felt? For something so vast and eternal, it felt so empty.
     She slowly stood and, walking over to her trashcan, pulled out 
the picture of Stacy, so full of life and beauty. For two days, and 
now forevermore, she would look white and empty like the death 
that had carried her away.
     The rest of the night passed fitfully. Mari alternated between 
crying and sitting silently until about three in the morning, she 
picked up a pen in one shaky hand. Carefully she completed the 
drawing of Stacy, adding with each stroke a little more life and 
beauty than before. It was near dawn before she finished. The 
sketch showed Stacy’s face turned slightly away,  looking up into 

the sky. Lines of laughter emerged from the corners of her eyes 
and a wisdom beyond her years shone in them. It seemed almost 
to capture the living Stacy, showing her in a small way to all who 
viewed this one picture. 
     After three hours of sleep, though, the fact that Stacy had died 
hit Mari like a brick. She was so numb at school that she didn’t 
even try to make herself invisible which somehow made her 
more invisible than ever. Stacy had been her only real friend. Nw 
that she was gone, no one was left to notice her, pat her on the 
back, or offer her their “sincerest regrets.”. Not that those words 
would have meant too much anyway.
     As Mari shuffled around slowly, not caring much about getting 
to class on time, something suddenly caught her eye: a poster 
taped to the art room door. In bold letters it announced: PEN 
SKETCH COMPETITION: THE PERSON, PLACE, OR THING 
WHICH MOST CHANGED YOUR LIFE
     A deep breath seemed to force itself down her lungs. Pen 
sketch competition? The person who most changed her life? No, 
she couldn’t enter her sketch of Stacy. Yet, Stacy had always told 
Mari that she should enter one of the competitions Mrs. Lyle, the 
art teacher, held during the school year.
     Mari’s thoughts were interrupted by the shrill bell warning 
her that she was late to class, but as the day steadily continued 
its slow journey to night, she continued to struggle with herself. 
What if Mrs. Lyle recognized how bad she was at sketching? 
What if the picture got torn or lost while the judges were viewing 
it? That picture was Mari’s last tangible piece of Stacy. However, 
when she got home, the first thing she did was run to her room. 
The sketch was still lying on her desk where she’d finished it the 
night before.
     Mari plopped down on her bed, still looking at the slightly 
wrinkled piece of paper.
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     “Stacy, what should I do? You completely changed my life, but 
do I dare enter your picture in this competition?”
     As the sky grew dark, Mari continued to stare at the drawing, 
thinking seriously, but by the time she went to bed, she’d 
decided. She would enter the competition. Not for herself, but for 
Stacy.
     The next morning, as soon as Mari got to school, she knocked 
on the art room door, smoothing the picture with one hand and 
wrinkling the edge of her shirt with the other.
     “Come in!” a cheery voice called and Mari entered to find Mrs. 
Lyle sculpting what looked to be the beginnings of a vase.
      She took a deep breath and thought about how proud Stacy 
would be of her at this moment.
     “I-I have a sketch that I’d like to-to enter in the competition,” 
Mari said haltingly. Mrs. Lyle smiled.
     “Oh, good! Just leave it over there on my desk, and I’ll be sure 
it gets to the right place.”
     Mari nodded and carefully placed her drawing on top of a few 
other miscellaneous pieces of paper. She hoped desperately it 
wouldn’t be torn.
     As she was walking out Mrs. Lyle called after her.
     “The winning sketch will be hanging on the wall across from 
the door a week from now.”

*            *            *

     The days dragged by as Mari waited for the end of the 
competition. Every day she missed Stacy more, yet every day she 
also felt a certain peace and light seeping into her heart. Now if 
only Mrs. Lyle liked her sketch!
     At last the day came when the winning picture would be 
displayed. Mari tried to brace herself against both the need she 

felt to win and the doubts shouting that she was a terrible artist. 
The long bus ride to school was anything but peaceful.
   When she finally arrived at school, Mari felt her heart begin to 
beat a hundred miles per hour. She scanned the people around 
her to see if any of them noticed her unstable condition. If they 
did, they didn’t show it. She gripped the bottom of her shirt and 
wiped the sweat from her palms.
     Slowly, she forced herself to look down the hall at the art 
room door. Every doubt she’d ever felt crowded in on her. She 
felt her breathing grow labored. What if Mrs. Lyle hated it? 
What if it really was a terrible drawing? Step after hesitant step 
led her closer and closer until suddenly she stared straight at 
the dark wood of the room’s door. Stacy’s voice drifted into her 
head, sounding above every doubt and fear: “Your pictures are 
beautiful, Mari. Please, never stop sketching.”
     With a dull creak the door swung open, and Mari took one step 
inside, lifting her eyes to the adjacent wall. A small, unbelieving 
laugh escaped her lips.
     “Whose picture is that? They have absolutely no talent.”
     The smile on Mari’s face vanished. Kate sneered as she and 
her adoring fans entered the room and stood in front of Mari.
     “I can’t believe whoever drew this got first place!” one of 
Kate’s followers said. Another chimed in that a five-year-old could 
have sketched better.
     Mari stared at her picture hanging on the opposite wall. Stacy, 
the person who’d most changed her life, would never have let 
another person speak so badly about any of Mari’s pictures.
     “Excuse me,” Mari said shakily. “That is my sketch.”
     “This scribble is yours?” Kate said, brushing back highlighted 
locks.
     Mari attempted to nod firmly, looking Kate directly in the eye, 
however much she felt like looking at her feet.
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     “Well, then, Mrs. Lyle must be blind,” she declared.
     Mari felt her courage shriveling. What if they were right? But 
Stacy, however biased she might have been, would not straight-
out lie, and she had said that Mari’s sketches were beautiful. 
Besides, Mari recalled, Kate had entered a sketch into the 
competition and, from the sounds of things, hadn’t placed at all.
     “Listen, Kate,” Mari said, feeling her courage rise, “You may 
not like my work, but Mrs. Lyle obviously did. Honestly, your 
opinion doesn’t even matter considering that I didn’t enter this 
competition for myself. Besides, you’re just being a sore loser.”
     Mari watched as Kate’s face went from red to totally white. 
White like Stacy’s hospital sheets, because Mari had died to 
Kate’s opinions. White like empty and pointless, because that’s 
exactly what Kate’s words were. And white like a fresh new 
beginning, because that was what Mari had just received right 
now, thanks to Stacy.
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Thanksgiving
Surprise

CHARACTERS

DAVID, 17, kind, slightly awkward, anxious.
JANINE, 45, David’s mother, loving, sweet, terrible cook, forgetful.
EMILY, 43, David’s Aunt and Janine’s sister, witty, thoughtful, caring.
JOE, 43, David’s Uncle and Emily’s husband, funny, sarcastic, loving, 
kid at heart.
GRAMS, 74, David’s grandmother, Janine and Emily’s mother, 
extremely slow, alert.
GRAMPS, 75, David’s grandfather, Janine and Emily’s father, pot-belly, 
loud, still thinks he is young.
MICHAEL, 48, David’s dad, Janine’s husband, kind, helps keep Janine 
in check. 

TIME 
Thanksgiving, 2014

PLACE 
Suburbs of Boston 

(As the lights come up, JANINE is in the kitchen, preparing food for 
Thanksgiving.  DAVID sits at the kitchen table.) 

DAVID
Do you need any help?

JANINE
No David, I’m fine.

DAVID
Okay, just don’t burn the turkey like last year.

JANINE

Betsy Zaubler
New Jersey
High School
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(Jokingly)
David, your lack of faith in my cooking is upsetting.

DAVID
It’s not just me Mom, even Aunt Emily told you to wait for her 
before you put the turkey in.   

JANINE
  (Jokingly)
Oh Em’s just jealous because I’m the better cook.

DAVID
 (Laughingly)
Well she wasn’t the one who burnt the turkey.
  (Beat)
Where is everyone anyway?

JANINE
Uncle Joe and Aunt Emily are stuck in traffic, Dad’s at the bakery 
getting the pumpkin pie, and who knows where your Grams and 
Gramps are?  They are slugs, my god, I don’t know how they 
function just the two of them.

DAVID
Can Grams even walk up the stairs?  She’s so slow it completely 
throws off her balance.

JANINE
Oh yeah, remember when Gramps tried to install one of those 
chairs that gives you a lift up the stairs, but he didn’t do a good 
job, so the first time Grams sat in it, it broke.  And she was 
screaming – 

DAVID
(Imitating Grams)
Damn it Mason! I should have married the boy from medical 
school!

JANINE
(Chuckles) 
You’ve gotten so good at that impression.
(DAVID is distracted and does not respond to JANINE.)
Are you sure you want to tell them?

DAVID
Yeah.
(Beat)
I mean what’s the worst that could happen other than them hating 
me for the rest of my life?

JANINE
You know that would never happen.

DAVID
I’ve just heard so many horror stories.

JANINE
What do you mean?

DAVID
Some people just don’t get it. 

JANINE
But everyone comes around eventually.
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DAVID
Not always.

JANINE
You don’t need to do it all at once.

DAVID
I just want to get it over with.  

JANINE
Okay.  You know Dad and I support you.

DAVID
Yeah I know, Mom

JANINE
(Hears cars pull into driveway)
Oh, that’s them.

DAVID
(Sees two cars pull up in driveway.)
Good, everyone but Dad’s here.
  (Looks at watch, impressed.)
Grams and Gramps are only 20 minutes late.  That must be a 
record.

JANINE
Are you ready?

DAVID
I guess.

(JOE, EMILY, GRAMS, and GRAMPS enter, loudly.  Hugs and kisses 
are exchanged.)

JOE
David, how are you?  What’s that smell? Janine, I think the turkey’s 
burning.

JANINE
Oh shut up.
(JOE chuckles and hugs JANINE)
EMILY
(Jokingly)
Now Janine, we don’t want another burnt turkey! 

GRAMS
Where’s Michael?

GRAMPS
Janine, did you forget to pick up the pumpkin pie again this year?

JANINE
(Frustrated)
Yes.
 (Beat, gestures to table)
Go sit.  I made some gourmet butternut squash puffs.

DAVID
Yeah, gourmet, straight from Costco. 

(JOE, EMILY, GRAMS, and GRAMPS sit at the table as JANINE takes 
the butternut squash puffs out of the oven.  DAVID walks around 
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the kitchen, staring out the window, very antsy.)

GRAMPS
David, are you all right?

GRAMS
Why are you so antsy? 

EMILY
David, come sit.

JOE
I wanna hear all about soccer season.

DAVID
Oh yeah soccer season was great.  The bench and I became real 
close.

JOE
Ah, David, it’s all right.  Why’d you wanna play in the first place? 

DAVID
(Uncomfortable)
I well, um—

JANINE
  (Brings over tray of butternut squash puffs.)
Don’t these look delicious?

(GRAMS takes a bite of a butternut squash puff, and has a 
disgusted look on her face.)

GRAMS
Janine! These are freezing.  All you had to do was put them in the 
oven, how did you manage to mess that up?

GRAMPS
Janine, what happened to you? Your mother and Em are both 
great cooks.  

EMILY
(To JANINE, jokingly)
It’s a good thing you’re pretty.

JANINE
  (Sarcastic but still joking)
Now there’s no need to be rude.  We’ll just do Thanksgiving at 
your and Joe’s place next year.  

JOE
Oh no, that’s all right.  You’re turkey isn’t that bad.
(JANINE smirks as if to say “told you so”.)
(MICHAEL enters with pumpkin pie.)

MICHAEL
Behold!  I come bearing pumpkin pie.

DAVID
Oh good. Dad’s home.

JOE
(Does a drum roll on the table.)
Now Thanksgiving can really begin.
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MICHAEL
(Gives Janine a kiss when he enters.  Places pie on table.  
Speaking to JANINE.)
Honey, get me the knife.  David, why don’t you cut the pie this 
year?

DAVID
All right.
(DAVID cuts 7 slices of the pie.  Everyone takes one slice, and 
holds it in their hands.)
Gramps, you start.

GRAMPS
Sure.  We’ll let’s see.  I have lots to be thankful for, but since I’m 75 
and I’ve exhausted all the clichés, I guess I’m thankful that Grams 
didn’t kill me when that chair lift broke.  

(Everyone laughs, and takes a bite of the pie.)

GRAMS
Well I’m certainly thankful the boy from medical school never got 
married.  I still have a chance!
(Everyone laughs, and takes a bite of the pie.)

EMILY
Okay, okay my turn.
(Beat)
 I’m thankful that Janine hasn’t burnt the turkey yet.

(Everyone takes a bite of the pie.)

JANINE
  (Snidely) 
Well I’m thankful that Em and Joe will host Thanksgiving next 
year.

(Everyone takes a bite of the pie.)

JOE
Come on ladies.  Play nice.
  (Beat)
Okay, um, I’m thankful Em is a better cook than Janine.

(Everyone laughs, and takes a bite of pie.)

MICHAEL
Okay, my turn.  I’m thankful that the bakery called to remind us to 
pick up the pie.  Thanksgiving wouldn’t be the same if we didn’t 
eat the pie first!

(Everyone takes a bite of pie.)

GRAMS
Oh you’re right Michael.  You were always so thoughtful—

GRAMPS
(Jokingly)
At least Janine picked the right husband.  May be the only smart 
thing she’s ever done, but at least she made one good decision.  
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MICHAEL
(To JANINE, laughing)
I’m definitely the best thing that’s ever happened to you.

GRAMPS
Fair enough.
(Beat, DAVID is completely zoned out, staring into space.)
David, you didn’t go yet.

(JANINE looks soothingly at DAVID.) 

DAVID
Oh yeah, right.  Um…
  (Long pause)
I’m thankful to have such an accepting family.

GRAMPS
What do you mean?

DAVID
Well, you guys will always support me no matter what. 
  (Beat)
Right?

GRAMS
Of course David, what’s this about?

GRAMPS
Are you trying to tell us you got another D on your math test?  

JOE
Do you wanna join the cheer squad so you can still go to soccer 

games? I’d totally support that!

(Everyone laughs except for DAVID, who looks very 
uncomfortable.)

MICHAEL
Come on guys.  
(To DAVID, encouraging)
Keep going!

DAVID
Well there’s something I’ve been meaning to tell you guys, and 
I’m not sure how you’ll feel about it.
(Beat)
There was a reason I joined the soccer team, and it wasn’t to play 
bench.

JOE
Of course not! Only an idiot would want to play bench.

GRAMPS
Joe, let the boy speak!

DAVID
Okay well, um, I mean I can wait to tell you guys.  It’s really not 
that important.

(JANINE and MICHAEL both give DAVID a nod of 
encouragement.)

EMILY
Come on David.   You can’t leave us hanging like that.
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DAVID
All right, well, so…
(Beat)
I joined the team because, well, there was a guy on the team I 
liked.
(Long pause)
I think I’m gay.

(Long pause, JANINE and MICHAEL look proudly at DAVID.)

JOE
You think or you know?

DAVID
I know.  
(Long pause, uncomfortable silence.)

GRAMPS
(Frustrated, slaps the table)
Damn it, David. 

JOE
(Hugs DAVID, lifting him into the air.)
Yes! Good boy!

GRAMPS
Why, David, why?  Couldn’t you have waited until I died to come 
out?
DAVID

 (More to himself than to anyone else.)
This was a mistake.

GRAMS
(Angrily) 
Mason! I told you not to bet so much money!

(DAVID is very confused.)

GRAMPS
You were the one who said I’d die before he’d come out. 

GRAMS
Well why’d you have to listen to me this time?

JOE
Hand it over old man!  One hundred bucks.

JANINE
What’s going on here?

(Everyone ignores JANINE.)

GRAMPS
Emily, you shouldn’t have married him.
(Slowly takes out wallet and hands cash to JOE.)
This hurts, Joe, it really does. 

(JOE dances around the kitchen, saying, “I told you so,” waving 
the money around.  DAVID sits awkwardly playing with his 
fingers at the table.)
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JOE
(Waving money in GRAMPS’ face)
Sucks to lose, doesn’t it?

MICHAEL
(To GRAMPS, confused)
What did you lose?
  
(Everyone ignores MICHAEL.)

EMILY
Are you guys forgetting that I was a part of this bet too?

JOE
No, but I won.

EMILY
No you didn’t.  I said he’d come out before Christmas.  You said 
he’d come out within the next year.  So I win!

GRAMPS
Oh good.  I’ll take my hundred back, Joe.
  
  (GRAMPS snatches the money out of JOE’S hand.)

EMILY
And I’ll take one hundred from each of you.  

(GRAMPS and JOE begrudgingly give EMILY money.)

DAVID
(Angrily)
Did you guys seriously bet on when I would come out?
  
  (Beat)

GRAMPS
(Shamelessly)
Yes.

JANINE
(Slightly serious but still jokingly)
You’re all so insensitive.

JOE
It’s okay, David doesn’t mind.

MICHAEL
You don’t know how David feels.  This was really hard for him to 
do.  

JANINE
You can’t just bet money on things like this.

GRAMPS
(To JANINE and MICHAEL)
Did he tell you two he was gay first?

JANINE
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Of course, we’re his parents.
JOE
David, how could you tell your parents first?  What about me?  
We’re soccer bros.

EMILY
You’ve never even played soccer with him.

JOE
Yes I have.

GRAMS
When?

JOE
When he was seven.

GRAMPS
That doesn’t count.

(Everyone starts speaking over each other.  DAVID tries to pipe 
into the conversation but is not given an opportunity to speak.) 

JANINE
Well, David, I’m proud of you.

GRAMPS
We’re all proud of you, but your timing could’ve been better.

DAVID
(Sarcastically)
Oh you’re right.  Next time I have something important to tell you 

guys, I’ll make sure it’s an appropriate time, just for you Gramps.

JOE
(Defensively) 
What about me?

EMILY
(To JOE)
You’re such an idiot sometimes.

DAVID
How long have guys known?

JOE
Forever.

DAVID
How? 

EMILY
Well in middle school you absolutely loved James Franco. We 
always saw you looking at pictures of his abs on your computer.  
Plus, we just sort of had a feeling, you know?
DAVID
Oh.
(Beat)
So you aren’t mad?

JOE
Of course not.
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GRAMS
How could we be mad at you?

DAVID
(Hesitantly)
I don’t know.  
(Beat)
It’s sort of weird.

EMILY
What’s weird?

DAVID
(Nervously)
Being gay.

MICHAEL
Who told you being gay is weird?

DAVID
Nobody.  It’s just, I always thought guys were supposed to like 
girls and girls were supposed to like guys.

EMILY
Well some guys are supposed to like guys, and some girls are 
supposed to like girls.

JANINE
David, being gay is not weird.  Your sexuality doesn’t define who 
you are.  

MICHAEL
It’s just a part of your identity.  

DAVID
But everyone’s just gonna think of me as that gay boy now.

GRAMS
Then that’s their problem.  You are never just a gay boy.  

EMILY
You like guys.  So what? 

DAVID
But what about prom or homecoming?  I don’t think two guys 
have ever gone together.  

EMILY
So you’ll go with a guy and you’ll change things.

MICHAEL
(Jokingly, but sincere)
Plus, who says you need a date to the prom or homecoming?

DAVID
(Sarcastically)
Says the guy who never had one.

GRAMS
(Laughingly, but sincere)
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Oh good, he’s just as sarcastic as ever.  Clearly coming out didn’t 
change you at all.  

EMILY
(Jokingly)
What a relief!

DAVID
(Questioningly but still affirmative)
So you guys really aren’t mad.

GRAMPS
Well I’m mad; I just lost a hundred bucks cause of you.

JOE
Me too!

GRAMPS
But if I’m gonna lose a hundred dollars, I’m glad I lost it on you.

JOE
(Jokingly)
I’m not.  Guess your Christmas present is gonna be a hundred 
dollars cheaper this year.

DAVID
(Sarcastically) 
Thanks, Joe.  I’m so lucky to have such a great uncle.

JOE
I’m just messing with you.  I really am proud of you, David.

MICHAEL
We all are.

EMILY
You truly are a great kid.  
(Beat)
If I were a boy, I’d definitely date you.

DAVID
(Awkwardly)
Okay…
  (Beat)
Can we eat already? I’m starving.

(Everyone sits at the table as JANINE brings over the food. 
MICHAEL fills everyone’s glasses with wine, except for DAVID, 
who gets sparkling cider.)

JANINE
Look how delicious this non-burnt turkey looks.

EMILY
(Sarcastically)
I’m really proud of you, Janine, really proud. 

GRAMS
This turkey looks delightful, Janine!
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(Everyone is about to dig in.)

GRAMPS
Wait, before we dig in, I’d like to make a toast.
(Lifting up his glass.)
To David.
(Everyone clinks glasses.)
Now David, we have this little bet on when Grams’ med school 
boy will come out.  Want in?

DAVID
All right, put me down for twenty.

  (Blackout.)
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Alex Wei
Indiana
Elementary School

 It is not only people who can show courage.
 Nor do only people have feelings and lives.
 Other things can show courage, have feelings, and have lives. 
Like a bubble, for example. Every time a bubble is blown, that bubble 
is born into the world. Every time a bubble is popped, it leaves to 
go to another world. They have feelings like us, too. They can show 
courage.
 One day a girl was playing in the warm autumn breeze. She blew 
bubble after bubble, and each bubble she blew was carried swiftly 
away on the wind. She chased after each bubble, and when she 
caught up to it she would poke it until it popped. Every bubble that 
landed on the ground was in danger of the girl’s jabbing stick. With a 
quick prod, she could pop a bubble with little effort at all.  The girl got 
great joy out of popping the glistening bubbles.
 She had just finished prodding a particularly stubborn bubble, 
and was blowing another one. The one she was blowing came loose 
from the bubble wand and floated off on a ray of golden sunlight. No 
sooner had it started off than it began to descend steeply, plummeting 
toward the grass. It was an ordinary bubble, not particularly big and 
not very small. It wasn’t a unique shape, and it wasn’t taking part in a 
cluster of bubbles. The only special thing about it was its courage.
 As it dropped out of the air toward the earth below, it suddenly 
asked itself, “Why am I drifting down to the ground to most certainly 
meet the horrible fate of being popped just because of the wind 
forcing me out of the sky? I could be flying in that sky right now.” It 
pushed up against the wind, but bubbles are not very strong. It could 
not go up, no matter how much it tried to escape the force of the 
breeze.
 The bubble landed on the ground, prepared to feel the terrible 
last sensation of being popped, but instead it sat there as the gusts 
blew right over it. “Ah,” it thought, “I’m safe here, at least for now.” 
But no bubble lasts very long. That was when it saw the poking 
stick clasped tightly in the girl’s hand. It knew what the stick was 

Courage
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for and strained with all its might to break loose from the leafy 
earth floor. It couldn’t do it, and the stick grew ever nearer. The 
ominous, tough bark and the long nails digging into that bark 
were as menacing as if one had just discovered that a nightmare 
was not just a dream at all, but a real event. The bubble knew it 
had just one more chance to free itself, and to its utter disbelief, 
right then a shallow gust swept directly under it. One more toss 
of its delicate sparkling body with the help of the gusts whisking 
around, and it was up. 
  The girl watched with awe as the bubble floated away, too 
impressed to chase it. Then, coming to her senses, she began to 
run again.
 “Surely there is someplace where bubbles are equal to 
humans,” thought the bubble. It looked ahead, and suddenly 
realized just how many pointy things there were around itself. 
The girl’s mother was kneeling over the flower garden, with her 
shears sticking out dangerously from her bucket of gardening 
tools. The bucket also included a frightening rake, a hazardous 
spade, and a straw hat with just too many straws poking up, loose 
from the brim.
 The girl’s father was wearing a coat with fly-about, sharp-
cornered buttons as he cleared the yard of sticks. Each long, 
narrow, needle-like stick was dropped into a rusty pail whose 
wire handle had been snapped into pointy stubs.
 The bubble mounted a stream of wind and was violently 
whisked the other direction, where, to his horror, lay the 
vegetable garden. Pointy-ended cucumbers snaked up 
birdfeeders with just one too many decorative metal curls for 
the bubble’s comfort. Long spikes of gnarled ivy with sharp-
edged leaves spiraled up a broken wire trellis whose remnants 
were twisted into a grotesque mass of green vines. Two lawn 

gnomes with long, pointy noses and long, pointy hats sat beside a 
greenhouse with thin, flat shelves housing several cacti. 
 The bubble looked down in purest terror as it neared the 
garden. Its hollow insides lurched, and it knew it must escape 
before it was effortlessly jolted to its doom. 
 Suddenly, the gust beneath it sped out from under it, and it 
plummeted downward, right toward a trellis of snow peas. The 
trellis seemed to cackle in the wind. “This,” thought the bubble, 
“is the end of me. What a horror story! Complete with cackling 
trellises.”
 The bubble braced itself for the final sensation of being 
popped, a feeling it had prepared itself for once before. With a 
jolt that it felt was going to be the last movement it ever made, 
the bubble was thrust downward. It was less than a half-inch away 
from the ground.  
 “This is it,” thought the bubble, “This really is the end now.”
 Knowing that it had just seconds to escape, the bubble 
tried as hard it could to think of a plan. It couldn’t think of one. 
Just then, a gust swept under it, carrying it forward. The bubble 
rejoiced for just  a moment though, before realizing it would be 
sped right onto a wire of the trellis. Sure enough, it hit the wire, 
and landed there.
 It sat there for a second, before the swelling sensation inside 
it began. Natural instinct told it this was the feeling of being 
popped. 
 The feeling spread inside it, and right before the bubble 
burst, the same gust of wind sped it up and through a gap in the 
trellis. 
 The bubble laughed inside as it floated away, then stopped. 
It knew that, somehow, it must escape the torturous dangers of the 
yard. It glanced around quickly, and realized most fearfully that 
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the only chance it had of escaping was over the house. And it was 
a slim chance, indeed.
 It glanced sorrowfully at the feat it would face, at the satellite 
dish, at the antenna, at the ripped-up shingles.  “Well,” sighed the 
bubble in its thoughts, “I must attempt it.”
 It jumped from the gust it was traveling on to a stream of 
wind, swiftly swinging to the house and upward.
 Suddenly, it was level with the roof. The shingles pointed 
menacingly at it, and it tried to pull away, spooked. But the wind 
pushed back, urging it on. “Go on,” it seemed to say.
 Up the roof slanted, up the bubble went. The final stretch of 
roof loomed over the bubble. And then, suddenly, the bubble was 
safe above the rooftop.  
 It floated away, realizing just how beautiful the day was. 
Perfectly puffy clouds hovered over it, piercing the spotlessly 
blue sky with white. People walked beneath it, talking and 
laughing. The sun glinted off of its transparent walls. Then, slowly, 
the bubble began to descend.
 This time, the bubble did not fight. It knew that popping was 
just part of a bubble’s life. 
 It knew that even if it didn’t hit a rock or a shrub or 
something else, then it would hit the ground and pop there. It 
drifted down toward a park where tall trees with deep green 
leaves grew in clusters and evergreens peered over fountains 
and rope swings.  
 The bubble drifted forward, near a rocky pond where great 
koi of all colors swam at peace. A weeping willow squat over it, 
high bushes framing the willow.
 The bubble prepared to hit a rock, but to its surprise, it hit 
something smooth and cool, unlike the hot, rough surface of a 
rock. Then something remarkable happened. The bubble seemed 
to lose all form, and it was as smooth and cool as the surface it 

had just hit. It was much larger, and the algae and rocks and koi 
seemed to be within it.
 Then it happened. A girl walked by. It was the very girl who 
had blown it, taunted it, and watched it. She stopped and looked 
into the pond. That was when it realized: it was the pond. The cold, 
clean surface it had hit was water, and it had become one with the 
pond. 
 The reflection of the girl was clear in the bubble’s vision, 
and the bubble saw a likeness between itself and her. The girl’s 
expression was neutral; her bright, innocent eyes watching the 
koi swim.
 “A person,” the bubble thought to itself, now wiser in its 
changed form, “is much like a bubble. It can be easily popped. 
Its thin walls can’t let anything in-no air, nothing. But nothing 
can get out, either-anger, sadness, or even joy. It faces dangers 
everywhere. But with enough determination, with enough 
strength, with enough courage, it will always land safely in water, 
where it can enjoy peace, delicacy, and courage of everyone who 
looks into it. And everyone who looks into it can enjoy its peace, 
delicacy, and its courage.”  
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Laura Diaz
Kansas
Middle School

Isabel was afraid of getting along with Belle.  She was scared that Belle 
wouldn’t stop with the cruel words. It would just hurt Isabel more.

Isabel hated looking at that girl, Belle. Belle felt the same way as 
Isabel. When they saw each other, the two would make disgusted 
faces at each other. The two never got into any physical fights, 
luckily. Although, words hurt as much as a punch
does to the face. Isabel would never admit it, but the words that 
Belle threw at her,made her upset. Isabel could feel her heart 
breaking with every word that stabbed into her heart.
 Belle didn’t know what happened. The two girls used to be 
such good friends. No, they were best friends. Belle missed how 
they would smile at each other and dance together as if nobody was 
watching. She wanted to say something about it and
wanted to hug her and tell her that the two could start over. The 
thing is, Belle was too afraid to do anything. The only choice she had 
was to throw the same old insults Isabel threw at her. Like Isabel, 
Belle pretended it didn’t affect her; it did. A lot.
 “You’re so ugly,” Belle pointed at Isabel. A few weeks ago, 
Isabel began to act weird around Belle, but of course, Isabel 
continued throwing insults at her. Because of
her odd behavior, Belle decided to take advantage of that. “Stop 
being upset. Nobody cares.”
 “I know,” Isabel said calmly. She hid her pain well. Very well. 
Belle sneered at her. Sometimes, Isabel wished the two didn’t live 
together. Belle would follow Isabel to her room and would always 
stand in front of her, making sure Isabel heard Belle’s  insults. Isabel 
would always reply back with more insults, but today, Isabel never 
threw insults at Belle.
 “Stop acting so tough,” Belle snickered. Isabel remained silent. 
Her eyes stayed on Belle. Isabel wanted to tell her that no matter 
what, she still loved her, but Isabel was afraid that Belle would only 

Half
Half
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laugh at her. Oddly enough, Belle felt the same way.
 “Stop ignoring me!” Belle shouted. Isabel blinked, remaining 
silent as Belle continued to shout at her. “This is why nobody 
hangs out with you!”
 Isabel reacted this time with a laugh. “Stop talking. Nobody 
wants to hear your voice.”
 Isabel stared at Belle, who went silent. The both of them did.
 Why am I so scared to love her? Isabel thought as her eyes 
watered. She wanted to stop the constant fights between them. 
She’s not perfect. I can’t love her.
 Isabel knew what she had to do.
 A few weeks passed by, and the two haven’t said a word to 
each other. Isabel ignored Belle, and Belle didn’t seem to mind. 
At times, Belle would get close to her and shout her name, to see 
if she would look at her, but Isabel did a good job of ignoring her. 
She didn’t want to look at Belle anymore. Isabel was too scared. 
She thought if she looked at Belle, Belle would take it as an 
advantage to throw harsh words at her. Isabel was tired of being 
stabbed in the back and being stabbed in the heart.
 “Ugly,” Belle whispered as Isabel passed her in the 
bathroom.
 “Imperfect,” Belle hissed like a snake as Isabel passed her in 
her room.
 Finally, Isabel grew tired of it. She turned her back to Belle.  
 “I don’t care what you say about me,” Isabel raised her voice 
and let bravery take over her. She felt her face burning bright 
red as tears began to spill from her eyes as if she were a rain 
cloud in the dark sky. Isabel’s voice grew quiet. “I will always 
think you’re beautiful. I love you.”

 She turned around to face Belle; also known as the mirror.

BeautifulUgly
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Samantha Kany
New Jersey
High School

The Sound of Winter

 I used to know a girl, Sofia, who has since moved away from 
my neighborhood. I was thirteen when we met. Though today I 
welcome her voice interjecting itself into my thoughts, back then she 
represented one of my greatest fears. Sofia was nine years old and she 
had a golden retriever guide dog named Snowflake. 
 At thirteen, my anxiety had grown severe enough to require 
medication, which necessitated frequent trips to my psychiatrist, 
Ellen. She had kind eyes with crinkles around the edges that carved 
pathways to the sides of her face. She was a friend of my mother’s, 
and so not only did she give us a reduced rate on our frequent 
visits, but I also, looking back, am pretty sure that the patient-doctor 
confidentiality agreement didn’t apply to me. I had a phobia of the 
dark, and all of its potential implications, but it had usually been an 
easy fix—a nightlight on all the time and the door wide open. When 
Sofia moved onto my street, my anxiety became incapacitating. I had a 
horrific ability to empathize, and to project—both of which Ellen and 
I tried fervently to get under control—And even just seeing Sofia feel 
her way around with Snowflake guiding her was enough to send me 
into a panic attack.
 I had been seeing Ellen once a week for about six months when 
she decided that I was ready to face my fears. I wasn’t quite sure what 
that had meant, but I knew I wasn’t going to like it. She ultimately 
formulated a plan—much to my displeasure—and conferred with 
my mother. My mother was friendly with everyone, including Sofia’s 
mother. Of course, Sofia’s mom had no idea of the real motivation 
behind my mother’s phone call, but she was delighted to hear that I 
was interested in a babysitting job. Her mother told mine—who then 
told me—that she would love it if I would walk with Sofia to the park 
after school on Friday. She said she loved to take Snowflake up to the 
park whenever she could. 
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 His hair was so golden it was almost white, and though he 
was surely strong enough to yank Sofia around, he was gentle 
with her. All living things seemed to defer to her. She floated 
with the grace and wisdom of someone far beyond her years 
and her experience. Her eyes, though without much purpose, 
were powder blue, and her skin was alabaster. She had blonde 
tumbleweeds of hair that knotted around her blushed cheeks and 
down her back. 
 When Friday came, and the air had grown crisp as the piles 
of leaves blanketing the streets and smelled of rotting green and 
wet pavement, hasty introductions under a veil of pleasantry-
masking awkwardness were made, and before I knew it I was 
walking alongside the girl and her dog to the town park. We 
chattered quietly to drown out the windy silence, but I refused 
to really look at her. I tried to run through all of the breathing 
exercises I’d practiced time and again with Ellen to stay calm. To 
an outsider looking in, you could hardly tell Sofia was relying on 
Snowflake to stay on the sidewalk, and avoid obstacles. He was so 
diligent in his duty to protect her that she would rarely even catch 
her toe on a protruding lip of a block of sidewalk cement. She 
walked more gracefully than I did. 
 When we got to the park, she subtlety, but methodically felt 
her way to a bench that I knew she sat on nearly every day, and 
dropped the toy she had been holding for Snowflake. We were 
bundled up in our winter scarves and earmuffs and matching 
mittens—well, mine were matching. Snowflake lay territorially 
at her feet chewing voraciously at the tattered blue rope. Sofia 
seemed right at home in the open air, and so I didn’t complain 
about the shivers running down my spine or the stinging tears in 
my squinting eyes from looking through the thick fog of my own 
exhalations. The bench was small, but I sat on the opposite end, 

leaving as much space between us as the cold metal would allow. 
 I didn’t really know what to say; we were friendly, but had 
never really had much to talk about. “He’s a great dog,” I said, 
trying to melt the silence. 
 “He sure is.” She cooed, and reached down to give his head a 
quick pat. Her dexterous, nimble little fingers found his head on 
the first try. 
 “Why’d you name him Snowflake?” 
She laughed, a peeling sound of ringing bells. “Mommy said 
Snowflake was a girly name. But it suits him.”
 “How so?”
 “When he breathes out slow it sounds like stepping on fresh 
snow.”
 I had never noticed that that had a sound. 
 “And he’s soft like the scarf my aunt gave me for Christmas. 
And I can only wear it when it gets really cold out.”
 “And he’s white and fluffy.” I said, playing along. She turned 
towards me slightly and stopped. I cringed.
 “Huh,” she finally breathed, much quieter, her breath 
swirling in the space between us. “Yeah, I guess he is.”
 I clenched my eyes shut. Of course she wouldn’t think of 
that. My breath quickened and the cold air scorched my parched 
throat as I inhaled too quickly, making a high-pitched whistling 
noise. My chest started to feel like it would explode as a different 
burn developed behind my eyes, entirely separate from the cold. 
I looked at Snowflake curled up contentedly beneath her feet, 
which were hanging a short distance off the ground. He reached 
out and licked her corduroy clad ankle, gently nuzzling her with 
his nose.
 “And when he licks me it sounds like my dad scraping ice off 
of his car, only quieter. And when he sleeps, his snoring sounds 
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like the creaking branches when they have too much snow.” She 
sighed and reached down to pat his head again, this time for 
longer. Then she sat back up. “I don’t know, he just sounds like 
winter, so, Snowflake.”
 Sounds like winter. I remembered the way the icicles would 
fall from the edge of our roof onto the cushion of hardened 
snow below, and instead heard the thump of his tail against the 
frostbitten grass when she reached down to pet him and he 
licked her hand and made a low rumbling noise in his throat, the 
sound a car makes when it drives through a slush covered road. 
 I looked down at him, then back at her. I closed my eyes 
tightly and plunged myself into a world of inviting darkness and 
vivid sound and slowly slid closer along the unforgiving blue 
steel, until I sat just a handbreadth away.  
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Sunday, May 24
 On Friday, SLICK sent out the invitations to their “Soon to be June” 
party. As usual, I wasn’t invited. Sabrina, Lisa, and Kat (A.K.A SLICK) 
are the coolest girls in school. They always have parties, and they 
always know the latest fashions. Ever since kindergarten, they’ve been 
mean to me. No matter what I try to do or say they always pick on me. 
Only me.

Tuesday, May 26
 When my mom bought me a journal, she said I could “express 
my feelings”. Her plan didn’t work though, because all I do every day 
is sit at home, relive all the bad things that happened to me at school. 
The only reason I didn’t write in my journal yesterday, is because 
I have Chess Club on Mondays. The only other people in Chess 
Club are my best friend, Jenna, because I begged her, the second 
most shy and nerdy kid (I’m the first), Harold Fisher, and his twin 
brother, Ronaldo Fisher. SLICK is obviously in all the cool clubs like 
gymnastics, dance, and karaoke. Ugh! SLICK is so annoying!

Wednesday, May 27 
 Today, Jenna felt bad that I was the only one who didn’t get invited 
to the party, so she bought me an ice cream cone and some chips from 
the lunch room. I know Jenna was trying to be nice, but all the food 
in the lunch room tastes like dirt. Don’t ask me how I know what dirt 
tastes like. Anyway, she told me, “Riley, SLICK just tries to look cool, 
but they’re really not. They only know all the latest fashions because 
they read fashion magazines. Anybody can do that.” Jenna is really 
nice, but she’s too scared to stand up to anybody. Once when SLICK 
laughed at my Christmas sweater, she said she was going to tell them 
to stop and then tell the teacher. She walked up to Sabrina, started 
crying, and then she ran into the girls bathroom. I wish Jenna was 
braver. 

Claudia Pendlebury
Pennsylvania
Elementary School

Standing up 
Riley’s Journal: 

to SLICK
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Saturday, May 30
 I haven’t been writing in my journal for a while. Instead, I’ve 
been thinking. I’m a braniac. I research things in my free time, 
and I’m not the most fashionable girl. Jenna is just like me. She 
moved here two years ago, in fourth grade. She was the one with 
glasses (I refused to wear mine). She was just like me ever since 
we met. Why did SLICK never pick on her? These words went 
through my mind in the last few days. Is there something about 
me that’s not like her? Do I always have bad breath? I do think 
brushing my teeth is a waste of time. Really! I have better things 
to do in my life. I’ve never really thought about Jenna being 
better than me because the second I met her I knew we were just 
like twins. I guess that’s it, but I’ll keep thinking. 

Monday, June 1
 The worst, yet the best thing happened to me today! SLICK 
picked on Jenna! They said she was uninvited to the party 
because she didn’t brush her hair well enough. I know it’s not 
something to be happy about, but at least I know I’m not the only 
one. Jenna was sitting on the bench at recess, her face hid in a 
book. That’s a normal recess for Jenna, but I knew something 
was wrong. I ran over to her, trying to dodge the kickballs and 
the people playing tag, but the thing I was really trying to dodge 
was SLICK. I didn’t want to run into them; they’d probably just say 
something to bug me like you run too slow, or why are you friends 
with Jenna?  When I finally arrived at Jenna’s “Reading Bench” 
as she calls it, I tripped and fell. I felt like I had stepped in a trap 
made by SLICK. I knew they would conveniently be near, and 
they would certainly make fun of me as soon as they could. SLICK 
was hiding behind a tree, watching me fall, but all they did was 
walk away. No, “You’re a klutz!” or “Ha ha!” Instead, they started 
to play kickball! What? Sabrina beckoned Lisa and Kate with 

her finger, her nail perfectly painted with hot pink nail polish. 
I decided not to ask them why they were playing kickball, only 
because I was scared. They are the least sporty girls in the whole 
school, and they wouldn’t play tag in gym because they were 
afraid they would break a nail. They got an F for the semester, but 
they didn’t care. Anything to keep their beauty perfect and not 
turn ugly.

  Tuesday, June 2
 I completely forgot it was Monday yesterday! I didn’t go to 
Chess Club! My Chess Club teacher is also my history teacher, 
Mr. Abernathy, so during history he called my name. I walked up 
to his desk and everybody started laughing. I was expecting the 
normal, “Oooooooooh! You’re in trouble.” Instead, everybody just 
kept laughing. I was completely baffled, but I just kept walking. 
My desk was in the second row, so it only took a couple seconds 
to get to his desk. It felt like an hour. I was expecting him to yell 
at me once I arrived at his desk, but instead, he took me out 
in the hall. The laughing continued, but I decided to ignore it. 
When the teacher takes you out into the hall, it is not a good sign. 
I was sure he would explode in anger. Is Chess Club really that 
big of a deal? When we got into the hall, he didn’t yell, he didn’t 
explode like a volcano; he just crouched down to my height and 
looked into my eyes. He said, “Where were you at Chess Club? 
We missed you. You are our best player. Are you having any 
problems?”  
“No.” I lied.

Wednesday, June 3 
Since I missed Chess Club, Mr. A asked me if I wanted to stay 
in the classroom for lunch. The other people in Chess Club 
learned some new strategies, and he wanted me to get a chance 
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to learn them too. I said yes, mostly because I didn’t feel like 
seeing SLICK at lunch. When I walked into the classroom at 
lunch, I overheard Mr. A. whispering to the principal. My eyes 
immediately filled up with tears as I heard them talk. “Someone 
complained that Sabrina, Lisa, and Kat were telling secrets 
at the kickball game during recess on Monday. They didn’t 
actually want to play they were just trying to not look mysterious. 
Apparently, they called Jenna and Riley two nerdy freaks. They 
also said things like klutz and dork, but that was all that the 
student heard.” Mr. A. whispered, covering his mouth with a book. 
I slouched down in my chair, hoping those were the only mean 
things SLICK had said. 

Thursday, June 4
 Luckily, there are only eight more days of school left… but 
that is still eight days that SLICK can embarrass, annoy, and bully 
me. When I got home from school yesterday, I decided all that 
telling jokes and secrets about me was the last straw. I was going 
to stand up to SLICK no matter what. When I got on the bus this 
morning, SLICK was in the front seat, staring at me. I was sure 
they were waiting for me to trip or something, but luckily I didn’t. 
Once I got in my seat, I realized why they were staring at me. My 
shirt was on backwards. I was so angry. Like there wasn’t already 
enough they could embarrass me about. I peeked into the aisle to 
see what SLICK was doing, and sure enough, they were cracking 
up. I couldn’t take it anymore! I slammed my hands on my legs 
and yelled to our mean bus driver, “STOP THIS BUS!” Well, she 
just kept on going. So, I stood up, pointed at SLICK, and yelled 
not as strongly as I had intended to, “Those girls keep bullying 
me!” They looked at me with shocked expressions on their faces, 
as if to say, “We are sweet, innocent girls. We would never ever 
bully someone.” The bus driver screamed at us, “I AM TRYING 

TO DRIVE A BUS!” I put my head in my hands, upset that my plan 
didn’t work. I would have to try to stand up to them, whether I 
liked it or not.

Thursday, June 4 (at school)
Ever since I got to school, there were a million butterflies in my 
stomach. I had a plan, that I wasn’t so sure was going to work. I 
was thinking that I could get Jenna to help me, but I decided I 
would be better off on my own. I would walk up to Sabrina, say 
something to the effect of, “Stop bullying me,” and then wait for 
a reaction. I would have to make up a response on the spot to 
whatever they would say to me after I told them to stop. Then I 
would go and tell Mr. A that yes, I actually did have problems. 
Hopefully, he would let me talk to him, and then he might tell 
SLICK to stop. If they didn’t stop, I would tell the principal, and 
they would stop…hopefully. If they didn’t stop after I told the 
principal, I would have no idea what to do. 

Thursday, June 4 (later on at school) 
My plan worked! Here’s what happened: “Stop picking on me and 
calling me names, and just stop bullying me!” I yelled at Sabrina. 
Lisa and Kat were standing on either side of Sabrina.  
“Why should I?” she asked in a sassy tone.  
“Because it’s rude,” I said. I turned around and walked to Mr. A.’s 
classroom. 
“Mr. A., I lied. I have been having some problems lately, and I 
want to talk about them. Do you have a minute?” I told Mr. A., 
who looked somewhat relived that I was admitting something 
was wrong. He nodded, so I explained everything that happened 
with me, SLICK, and even Jenna. He told them to stop and to 
apologize to me. The principal wasn’t involved, except when Mr. 
A. asked him to give SLICK a week’s detention. After that, they did 
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apologize, but I didn’t believe it. Just for a test, I put my glasses 
on the tip of my nose, and said, “e=mc2,” They didn’t laugh. They 
didn’t do anything. They just walked away.

 Friday, June 12
 I haven’t written in my journal for over a week. Instead, I’ve 
actually been having some fun. I never wanted to go out into 
public a lot this year… at least to all the parties my friends have 
been having. I didn’t want to run into SLICK, but now they’re 
off my back. Last Saturday, Jenna and I went to our new friend, 
Machala’s party. She had a pool party and everybody from my 
English class was there, including SLICK. They didn’t talk to us, 
but they didn’t make fun of us either. I’m so relieved that I can 
finally not worry about SLICK every single day. For once this 
whole school year, I actually had some fun while SLICK was in the 
room. Since today was the last day of school and it was a half day, 
Jenna, Machala, Machala’s fifth grade twin sisters - Peyton and 
Claire, and I went to the mall. We bought a lot of stuff. Machala’s 
mom also came along, but she let us shop by ourselves. We had 
too much fun so we decided to have a sleepover. Now it is 2:08 
a.m., and everyone is asleep so I might as well too. I’m so glad I 
stood up to SLICK, because I feel like I’m going to have a great 
summer!   
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 So there I was, running for my life. Right on my heels was my 
little brother Bran, and right on his heels was an infuriated monster. 
Branches whipped our faces as we ran. Breath rattled in my lungs. 
Why Bran ever thought poking a sleeping manticore in the ear was a 
good idea escaped me. Now, the only important thing was if we could 
escape it.
 I leaped over a fallen log and dashed down the forest trail. There 
was an enormous rock in the way. I bunched my muscles and sprang 
up onto it. I turned to help Bran, whose legs were shorter. We charged 
up the stony slope to the summit. Then we launched off to the pine 
needle-covered ground. As soon as we landed we were running. I 
turned again to check on the manticore’s progress. There was no 
monster in sight for a brief second—then, the manticore came into 
view as it cleared the nine-foot tall boulder with one single leap. 
 I gulped. 
 Of all the creatures we could have disturbed, it had to be the 
manticore, an extremely fast monster with the face of a man and the 
body of a red lion and a taste for human flesh. Oh, and it also had a tail 
like a scorpion, from which it could shoot deadly thorns. If we lived, 
Bran was definitely getting grounded. 
 I grabbed hold of my unintelligent brother’s hand, pulling him 
with me. My legs begged me to stop running, but my brain screamed, 
KEEP RUNNING! The entrance of the forest was too far away. If it was 
I’d have more hope; the forest was surrounded by a magical barrier 
that kept all monsters in. But the manticore could tear apart any 
bolthole we found with its razor-sharp claws, and it knew this area 
better than us.
 With one mighty bound the manticore sailed over our heads, like 
a deadly game of leapfrog. It landed and wheeled to face its prey. 
 “Hello,” it purred. Its voice was like a mixture of pan-pipes and 
trumpets. I realized it was a female manticore. I hadn’t gotten a good 
peek at its face before my self-preservation instinct had gotten to me.
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 I scanned the surroundings fruitlessly. Yep. We were dead. I 
had too much stuff to do! I couldn’t die!
 “Please don’t eat me,” whispered Bran at my side. I wrapped 
an arm around him tightly.
 Her tail swung, a pendulum, low to the ground in a your-time-
is-running-out sort of way. I waited for it to lift and the thorns to 
fire. Instead, the manticore’s face contorted into a disapproving 
frown. “Now, now,” she said. “Is that the right way to greet 
someone?” 
 I blinked. Suddenly the manticore was reminding me of my 
aunt Edna: unprepossessing, a man-eater (she was on her fifth 
marriage—somehow), and a stickler for manners. 
 Always treat someone the way you want to be treated, 
children! Aunt Edna said from somewhere inside my frantic mind. 
 “H-Hello?” I said. 
 “What are you doing?” Bran hissed, clutching my waist. He 
sounded close to tears. I patted his head and stared straight at the 
manticore. Good eye contact, remarked Aunt Edna.
 The monster smiled, shark-like, revealing three rows of 
teeth. “There we go! I knew you weren’t heathens.” Her voice was 
melodious. When she sat down on her haunches, curling her tail 
around her like a cat, I began to feel a little hopeful. Maybe we 
would get out of here alive. “You’ll excuse me if I freshen up a 
little,” the manticore said. “Chasing after food can wreck your fur 
quite horribly.”
 She combed some pine needles out of her tail with her 
paw, then washed her face with saliva. Meanwhile, I ran my eyes 
around the scenery again. But when I took a step, the manticore 
glanced up.
 “Uh-uh-uh,” she chided. “You aren’t leaving until you know 
how to behave. Goodness, who disturbs someone while they’re 
napping? I need my beauty sleep!”
 Bran had begun to look repentant, and now he perked up. 

“Are—are you going to eat us?” he asked. “Miss?” he added.
 “Not until you learn your manners!” said the manticore 
cheerfully. “And if you refuse to, I’ll eat you anyway.”
 Bran’s lower lip trembled. My heart sunk.
 “Okay,” she began. “You may be aware of a word that shows 
you regret hurting someone. Repeat after me. ‘Sorry.’”
 “Sorry,” we said. I meant it.
 She beamed. “Okay! Now, when you want to respectfully ask 
someone for something, you use the word ‘please.’ As in, ‘May 
I please not be eaten?’” The manticore made an awful sound. I 
thought she was throwing up, but she was only laughing at her 
own joke. 
 This was going to be an awful way to die.
 Suddenly, Bran pinched my arm. He pointed silently into the 
trees.
 “Children!” reprimanded the manticore. “You must never 
point. It is an awful habit. Instead, you could—”
 A sphinx erupted from the bushes. Giant wings folded over 
its lion body. Its human face curled with disdain upon seeing the 
manticore.
 Immediately, Bran started sneezing.
 The manticore ignored the new arrival in favor of scolding 
Bran. “Cover your mouth when you sneeze. That is revolting—”
 “Are you still trying to educate the humans?” hissed the 
sphinx disgustedly. “I am ashamed to call you my cousin.”
 “I think I’m allergic to sphinxes,” Bran whimpered. 
 “They need to learn their place!” the manticore retorted, tail 
lashing.
 The sphinx shook her head. “At what? The dinner table?”
 “I’ll eat them after,” the manticore said indignantly. 
 I watched them argue, mind racing, and whispered into 
Bran’s ear: “When I tell you, run.” He nodded at me, jaw set.
 The Egyptian man-eater taunted its Persian cousin. “What 
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if they aren’t organic? Or gluten-free? Are you still going to eat 
them then?”
 “Why, you—” the manticore growled, tensing her muscles. “If 
I weren’t a lady, I’d claw your eyes out right now.”
 “You’re no lady!”
 “That’s it!” The manticore sprang onto the other monster, 
jabbing down her scorpion-like tail. 
 “Run!” I pushed Bran. The fight was in front of us, so we ran 
to our right. Crashing through the bushes, we heard them still 
bickering. My heart stopped when their argument did. 
 “They’ve escaped!” howled the manticore, in an utterly 
unladylike manner.
 Incredibly soon, I heard the two monsters behind us. We 
raced through the trees, pushing branches out of the way, leaving 
crushed foliage in our wake. Without any warning, we burst out 
of the forest into the open, onto a cliff. I stopped. Bran crashed 
into me. I waited for the tingle of magic that would indicate 
we’d passed the barrier. There was none. Even when we braved 
vertigo, standing on the very edge, there was nothing but the 
feeling of dread.
 We were still inside the boundary.
 “There they are!” the manticore cried.
I peered over the precipice. Hundreds of feet below, waves 
roiled, dark and swallowing. Bran’s hand slipped into mine. He 
was looking to me, his big sister. I felt a lump in my throat.
 “Jump,” I told him. 
 Wordlessly, we did.
 Time stretched. My heart rode out of my chest on a long 
scream that never seemed to end, as we fell toward the ocean’s 
embrace. I held Bran fast, curling my body around his. The wind 
whipped around us. And then:
 An enormous plume of water and air caught us. 

 I was instantly drenched. Bran let out a strange noise, one of 
fear and surprise and hope, all at once. I looked down.
 Beneath us, a blue-gray back rose. Water sluiced away as 
it ascended, mottled skin meeting the sun. I turned to my right. 
Hundreds of feet away, a broad fluke came into view. A thrum of 
magic rippled through me. We were out of the boundary line.
 For a second I couldn’t fathom what I was seeing. My 
thoughts fluctuated like the jet we were on. Then I understood.
 It was a blue whale.
 Not a monster. Just an ordinary blue whale. 
 It was a behemoth, a leviathan, far bigger than the squalling 
man-eaters atop the cliff. I caught its eye, a dark pupil gazing up 
at me. We were still falling, in a way, but more slowly. Bran clung 
to me, gaping, eyes wide. We came down onto the sea creature’s 
head, feet planting on slick skin. The ocean stretched before us. 
Already I was planning how we could possibly swim to land, but 
the whale gave a keening noise that made me stand still. 
 Then it took us back home. 
 Luckily, we live right by the beach. We struggled through 
the door, soaked to the bone. Mom glanced up from the kitchen 
table where she was helping my little sister, Sophie, with math 
homework. Her jaw dropped and she began berating us. But we 
wouldn’t say what we’d been doing. Finally, she sighed and said, 
“Well, you better behave because next week, your aunt Edna is 
coming.” 
 Sophie instantly set up a tantrum, but Bran and I just looked 
at each other. Aunts, cliffs, carnivorous monsters? No problem. 
After what had just happened, we were sure we could overcome 
anything. 



EXPOSITION
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 Courage is not the absence of fear, but the ability to overcome 
or face your fear.  There have been many examples of courage over 
the years. Whether it was Lou Gehrig 85 years ago or being bullied 
today; courage is everywhere, and there are many, many examples of 
it. When someone stands up to a bully or enlists in the army, they show 
courage. When you read an essay or present a project in front of your 
class, you show courage. If you leave the house late at night, you show 
courage. Basically courage is everywhere. Whether you live it, watch it, 
or read about it, you come into contact with courage every single day.
 There are many ways humans show courage every single day. 
Millions of men and woman risk their lives in battles across the world. 
Whether they’re out on the battlefield fighting or at base nursing 
wounded soldiers, they are demonstrating a great deal of courage. 
Firefighters and policemen are other courageous individuals. 
Firefighters could die in an instant as they battle raging infernos; 
policemen are at risk as they enforce the law. They know as they 
go to work every day they might not come back. But what is truly 
spectacular is they know that the fate of others lies in their hands, 
and they still do it. Children, who battle cancer every day, show a 
tremendous amount of bravery. I find it amazing that as children they 
can cope with the knowledge that it is likely they won’t reach their 
teens. 
 There are also less dramatic forms of courage. One thing that 
is surprisingly hard to do and actually takes courage is telling the 
truth. Other things that you do that show courage are standing up for 
someone who is being teased or ridiculed. Or you might have a great 
idea; going through with the idea could take a little bit of courage. 
Those are only some of the many examples of courage humans show 
in real life every day.
 Another place you find courage is in books. One book that I read 
that has a character that shows a tremendous amount of courage is 
in The Harry Potter Series by J.K. Rowling. The character I am talking 
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about is not the hero Harry Potter but the infamous Neville 
Longbottom. If you have ever read the Harry Potter books, you 
will know that Neville is the small shy kid who gets bullied. In 
the first book, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, Neville 
shows a major form of courage.  The main thing Neville does that 
exemplifies courage is he stands up to his friends, Harry, Ron, and 
Hermione when they are about to do something that would make 
Neville and them lose a competition if they got caught. Though 
his attempts were futile, it was a very brave thing for him to do. If 
my friends were about to do something dangerous, I would want 
to follow Neville’s example and try to get them to stop. Neville 
was even recognized for his actions. As J.K. Rowling had the 
headmaster Albus Dumbledore say to Neville, “It takes a great 
deal of bravery to stand up to our enemies, but just as much to 
stand up to our friends.” Neville again shows an amazing amount 
of courage near the end of the series in the book Harry Potter 
and the Deathly Hallows. When the antagonist, Lord Voldemort, 
had taken control and everyone was cowering in fear, one person 
speaks out against Voldemort…Neville. That might not sound  that 
impressive, but think of it this way, the shy weak kid who gets 
bullied by others is the only one to stand up to the man who is 
known for killing people who defied him. This could have been 
called stupidity; but I think it was more loyalty and bravery. This 
is super brave because nobody else made a move to oppose 
Voldemort but Neville, and he knows that by speaking out against 
Voldemort he is putting his life in danger. But the Harry Potter 
books aren’t the only books that have examples of courage in 
them.
 Another book I read that had a character that showed 
courage was in the book Wringer by Jerry Spinelli. In this book, 
there was a kid named Palmer who lived in a town that hated 
pigeons. His town had an annual festival where they shot pigeons. 
A pigeon resided in Palmer’s room that Palmer dubbed Nipper, 

and Palmer started to like the pigeon. Palmer does not believe 
that his town should murder pigeons for fun. He shows three 
main forms of courage after that. First off, keeping the pigeon is 
courageous because if another kid were to find out Palmer had a 
pigeon he would have been ridiculed, bullied, and an outcast. He 
stands up to his friends who tell him to get rid of the pigeon. As 
I said before, standing up to your friends is extremely hard and 
takes a great deal of courage. The final form of courage Palmer 
demonstrated was near the end of book when his pigeon gets 
trapped in the shooting range and a kid is shooting a gun at his 
pigeon. Palmer shows an insane amount if courage when he runs 
into the shooting range, in front of an entire town, in attempt to 
rescue his pigeon. As he runs in, a kid is shooting his pigeon. 
He rescues his pigeon seconds before it’s about to be shot. Not 
only is this very courageous because he rescued his pigeon in 
front of the entire town who would think he is crazy for saving a 
pigeon; but if the kid who was shooting at his pigeon fired his gun 
and missed his target, Palmer could have been easily shot with 
a real bullet. So Palmer put his body, friendships, and reputation 
in danger to save his pigeon which I think is very courageous. 
Books can inspire the reader to be courageous.
 Movies are a great place to observe courage. One movie 
which I think shows an extreme amount of courage is the movie, 
“Cast Away.” In this movie a man named Chuck Noland gets 
stuck on an island. The main form of courage Chuck Noland 
demonstrated was near the end of the movie when he had been 
on the island for years. He was brave enough to build a raft out 
of plastic and washed up materials and attempt to sail out to sea 
in hope of finding land. Not only is this extremely brave, but after 
he loses the only thing that kept him sane, a volley ball he named 
Wilson, he still trudges on. He knows that if he doesn’t reach land 
he will most certainly die, yet he still leaves the island on his 
makeshift raft. Another way he showed courage was when he was 
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trying to get string for his raft. The only way he could get it was 
climbing a huge mountain. He climbed it even though if he fell or 
slipped he would fall to his death. So I find it very brave that he 
climbed the mountain. 
 As you can clearly see, you come into contact with courage 
every day. If you experience courage in real life, you read about 
it, or you see bravery in movies; courage is everywhere and it has 
always been here and always will be part of everyday life.
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 Who is the youngest ever nominee for the Nobel Peace Prize? 
Who stood up for her right to education and changed the world? 
Who was shot at point-blank range and not expected to survive? 
Who lived on and is now a major proponent for girls’ education? 
The answer to all these questions is a sixteen year old girl named 
Malala Yousafzai.  She fought the Taliban, a terrorist group, for 
her right for education. In the process she was shot and made a 
miraculous recovery. This, I believe, is the truest form of courage.
 Malala’s journey was not easy. Her father ran a school that 
taught girls. Malala loved learning, so when a mysterious person 
on the radio claimed that education for girls is against the Quran 
(The Muslim Holy Book), it frightened her. Her father soon began 
receiving threats from the Taliban, who were trying to take over 
her home state of Swat. Malala, instead of backing down, stood up 
for her rights. She soon became a symbol of girls’ education across 
the world. 
 When Malala stood up against a terrorist group, she showed 
extraordinary courage, and became a symbol of hope for people 
around the world. But the Taliban did not like a female, and that 
too a young girl, standing up to them. On October 9th, 2012, a 
Taliban gunman boarded a bus that was taking Malala and other 
girls to school. “Where is Malala?” he asked. One of her friends, 
who was obviously scared, involuntarily looked in her direction. 
The gunman noticed, and shot Malala at point blank range. She 
was very lucky, because instead of entering her skull, the bullet 
grazed her head and went on to injure 2 other girls. She was sent to 
Birmingham. After extensive surgery, she became well enough to 
continue her role as a girls’ rights activist. B¬ut even as she was in 
a hospital bed, she had continued her movement with her courage.
 The highest form of courage is the kind that lasts even through 
death threats and attempted murder. It can go through the greatest 
hardship and come out as strong as ever. Malala has a lot of this 
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kind of courage. She stood up to terrorists, and when they tried 
to kill her, she recovered and continued her protest. With her 
courage, she made sure the world knew about the situation in 
Swat. She is truly my hero. The world would do well with many 
more people like her. 
 She taught me the importance of education. Like Doctors 
without Borders, I would like to visit the most economically 
underprivileged parts of the world and provide opportunities 
for the people living there. There might be a Bill Gates or a 
Steve jobs among them, but they can’t help the world because 
they have no resources. According to World Bank, 68% of 
the population in India lives in villages, and 19% of the US 
lives in rural areas. Think about the potentially revolutionary 
contributions we are losing when 680, 000, 000 people in one 
country have no opportunities. I would like to be the next Malala 
and be the symbol of courage for the millions who live in villages. 
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 Long Island, New York is known to be a great place to live 
and raise a family.  The school districts and teachers are terrific.  
In fact, a few schools are known to be some of the best in the 
country.  Many people are attracted to Long Island’s plush tree lined 
neighborhoods, and well maintained homes.  You can drive along the 
busy streets and see kids playing outside and people taking their 
dogs out for a walk.  Unfortunately, all that glitters is not gold.  There 
is an undercurrent that exists within our Long Island communities.
 Amongst the diverse communities on Long Island, there is a 
large Jewish population.  Unfortunately, not everyone wants to share 
their community with Jewish people.  Anti-Semitism is a growing 
problem for Jews living on Long Island.  It is a problem that needs 
to be addressed and taken very seriously.  We are all aware from 
past history, what could happen if people don’t speak out and do 
something to put an end to Anti-Semitism.  If we don’t the problem 
will get worse and continue to spread.  This could be very dangerous 
to the Jewish population living on Long Island, as well as Jews living 
all over the world.  We wouldn’t want history to repeat itself.
 A few years ago, I attended a program at my synagogue, which 
featured a guest speaker named, Werner Reich.  Mr. Reich described 
the horrific experiences he endured as a child in concentration 
camps during the Holocaust.  The experiences he described of his 
survival, still haunts me to this day.  Mr. Reich began his program by 
mentioning that he speaks at various schools, teaching students the 
consequences of bullying, and relating them to the actions of people 
during the Holocaust.  I remember he asked the congregation how 
it was possible that so much evil occurred.  During his presentation, 
Mr. Reich told us how businesses owned by Jews were destroyed 
on Kristallnacht and books were burned by the Nazis.  He also 
mentioned that good people saw what was occurring, but did 
nothing to try to stop it.  I remember Mr. Reich showed us frightening 
black and white images of Jews being murdered and publically 
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humiliated.  With each picture, he kept repeating the same 
haunting words over and over again, “And the good people did 
nothing.  And the good people did nothing.”  I couldn’t believe 
what I was seeing.  My heart ached with each horrific image 
that flashed upon the screen.  I still remember the helpless 
expressions of Jewish men, women and children as the Nazi 
soldiers held guns to their heads.  I can still see the hundreds 
of dead bodies thrown into piles as if they were pieces of trash.  
I thought to myself, how could human beings turn into such 
monsters?  Obviously it was possible and unfortunately they 
still do exist even today.  These monsters live all over the world.  
Some of them live right in our very own neighborhoods, work in 
our industries, and attend our schools.
 Anti-Semitism will not be tolerated amongst communities on 
Long Island.  Not too long ago, an act of Anti-Semitism occurred 
in the community where I live.  Luckily, “the good people did 
something.”  Jews and people of other religions and races spoke 
out from our community, and other communities, to express their 
outrage!  We made it known that this horrific behavior will not be 
tolerated and there will be consequences for such actions!  Jews 
on Long Island, or anywhere else in the world, will not be bullied 
by monsters and allow history to repeat itself!
 Anti-Semitism is a growing problem on Long Island and all 
around the world.  The fighting that is taking place in the Middle 
East is not helping the situation at all.  In order for me and other 
Jewish people to live peacefully on Long Island, or anywhere else, 
we need to educate “the good people,” to stand up and speak out 
and not tolerate evil behavior.  
 When I was younger, my Hebrew School principal showed 
all the students a wonderful documentary called, “Paper Clips.”  
The documentary was about middle school children living in 
Whitwell, Tennessee who learned about the Holocaust.  These 

children did not live in a diverse community.  The children were 
taught about the six million Jews, and people of other races and 
religions, who died due to hatred by others during the Holocaust.  
The children were intrigued and wanted to learn more about 
the subject.  The education that these children received was 
extremely valuable to them and their community.  Their paper 
clip project sparked an entire nation to not be tolerant of hateful 
behavior, and to remind us all of what could happen if it was.
 I really wish that teachers like the ones at Whitwell, 
Tennessee or Werner Reich could come and educate all the 
students about Anti-Semitism, or any other type of bullying that 
may occur in my school.  These important people would be able 
to educate “the good people to do something” in my school when 
faced with Anti-Semitism or bullying.  Who knows… maybe the 
monsters would learn something too. 
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 Plie, arabesque, and assemble are all ballet terms. Courage is 
hard to find in the world. It is a trait that someone might think they 
have but they really do not. This is something that does not just come 
around. Courage is hard to find in someone. 
 My hero is one who has and had the courage to overcome 
many obstacles and became very successful. I would like to tell you 
about her. My hero’s name is Misty Copeland. She is a woman who 
is currently 33 years old and is now happy. She has a boyfriend who 
she loves and cares for. But life did not always come easy for Misty 
and she was not always happy. Let me tell you about her hardships 
throughout her life. When she was a young girl, Misty was the only 
person besides her mother that her step-father liked. He hated the 
rest of Misty’s family. Misty came from a family of six. Misty’s mother 
could tell the rest of her children were unhappy. So she divorced, yet 
another husband. This happened several times in Misty’s life. She 
did not have a good childhood. 
 But there were some bright spots in Misty’s childhood too. She 
started dancing at the age of 13. In particular, Misty loved ballet. 
Two months after starting ballet, Misty started pointe. This is way 
too early to start on pointe. As a result, Misty has had many foot 
surgeries because of it. Misty overcame those obstacles throughout 
her early life and is back, better than ever. 
Today, Misty is a professional ballet dancer and the first African 
American dancer to be named principal dancer with New York’s 
prestigious American Ballet Theater. This is why Misty Copeland is 
my true hero. 
 Now, let me tell you about how Misty’s life compares to my life. 
Although her life is much different than my life, we still share some 
similarities within. For example, we are both happy with our lives 
now. We also both love what we do, ballet. In comparison to Misty, 
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I have some foot problems.  For instance, my big toes always 
hurt after class. Now I know that is not as bad as Misty’s foot 
problems, but I still have problems like her. I hope one day to 
be a professional ballet dancer like Misty.  No matter what the 
future holds, I do know that I have learned a lot about my life by 
learning about Misty’s life and struggles. Today, I can honestly 
say that Misty Copeland is my hero, my true hero! 
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 “Race you!” she yells, sprinting her hardest towards the finish 
line. She is two seconds faster than her twin brother, but not the right 
gender to merit a scholarship to college (“Report”). 
“Life doesn’t have to be this unfair, it can be better” (“Patsy”), 
Hawaii State Representative Patsy 
Takemoto Mink  declared as she led the fierce fight in Congress to 
stop injustice against women.  In 1972, Mink propelled the passage 
for Title IX2 of the Higher Education Amendment despite opposing 
outcries from fellow Congressmen and her own constituents, 
bringing America’s promise of equality closer to a reality. Like those 
in John F. Kennedy’s Profiles in Courage , she was a visionary leader 
who chose to “sacrifice [her] chosen career” to open the window of 
opportunity to millions of disenfranchised women, permitting “the 
national good to progress” (Kennedy 7). 
   
 After watching her family “burn [their] Japanese mementos” 
from fear of being persecuted during World War II (Mertens) and 
experiencing the rejections from medical schools and law firms 
because she was a female, Mink realized that the promises of 
equality in the Constitution did not extend to her or millions of 
other women. Mink’s countless hardships with racial and gender 
discrimination inspired her to surpass the stereotypes of “being [a] 
quiet… Oriental woman who… would never accomplish anything on 
her own” (Arinaga and Ojiri). As the first woman of color elected to 
Congress, she decided to take “a stand” against inequality (Arinaga 
and Ojiri) to make America a nation where women could “pursue 
their dreams without gender discrimination” (Chan). Although 
the Hawaii Democratic Party offered “no organizational support” 
(Matsuda), Mink continued her unwavering support for equality. She 
advocated adamantly for her education bill Title IX:  
No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded 
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to 
discrimination under any educational program or activity receiving 
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Federal financial assistance (“Title IX”). 
 
 Hawaiian historian Dan Boylan notes that Mink’s 
revolutionary endeavors at achieving gender equality “were 
ahead of” the times (Mertens). Nonetheless, she felt that “it is 
more important be ahead of the majority” and was “willing to 
cut the first furrow in the ground and stand alone for a while if 
necessary” (Arinaga and Ojiri). Consequently, she faced much 
backlash for it. Some opposed the law because they believed 
“raging hormones” made women unsuitable for higher positions 
(Keene), and that accepting women into higher education 
would ruin American scholarship (Chan). Congress members 
voiced their concern that Title IX would create a quota for 
the percentage of women in college admissions and foster 
reverse discrimination against men (Rhine 16). Because of her 
progressive ideas, even her party members called her “a radical 
or misfit” and mounted a “dump Patsy” campaign against her 
(Arinaga and Ojiri).  
 
 However, Mink refused to be deterred by the lack of support 
and continuously campaigned for the “millions of women [who] 
pay taxes into the Federal treasury…[and] who collectively resent 
that these funds should be used for this support of institutions 
to which [they] are denied equal access” (Rhine 15). Mink 
recognized that differential treatment in education lead to less 
job opportunities, resulting in diminished financial security 
and a limited future for women (Rhine 15).  She affirmed that if 
the belief in “freedom and equality” is “radical,” then she is “a 
radical” (Arinaga and Ojiri), and continued to tirelessly advocate 
for Title IX’s passage.
She unequivocally believed that “Women’s rights are... a 

fundamental justice” (“Patsy Mink Speaks”) that needs to be 
upheld. 
  
 The law passed in 1972, but her opponents refused to 
subside. In 1974, Senator John Tower attempted to curb the 
influence of Title IX by excluding its application to revenue 
generating sports (Ruth). He reasoned that if sports played by 
males, such as football, were given more funding, schools would 
produce higher profits that could be used to support other teams 
(Hemmert). However, this would lead institutions to focus solely 
on gaining revenue from men’s teams, instead of providing equal 
opportunity for both men and women (Hemmert). Over ninety 
percent of collegiate male coaches and players rallied behind 
Tower, arguing that women players were unqualified to receive 
support (Title IX). Undeterred by the setback, Mink worked 
behind the scenes with members of the House and successfully 
replaced Tower’s amendment with Senator Jacob Javits’ version, 
which included “reasonable provisions considering the nature of 
particular sports” (Landmark). This addition firmly established 
that Title IX’s regulation applies to all collegiate sports. Still, 
many Senators, Representatives, and the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association refused to accept Title IX, and worked to 
undermine the law by bringing it back to Congress over twenty 
times (Chan). Despite unrelenting opposition and barriers, Mink 
worked painstakingly to safeguard the bill and to deliver “equal 
opportunity and equal protection” to all “fellow Americans” 
(Arinaga and Ojiri).  
 
 However, the passage of Title IX  had detrimental effects on 
Patsy’s political career. The Hawaii Democratic Party directed 
“shabby treatment” (Davidson 156) towards Mink, and instead 
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backed her opponent Spark Matsunaga, insisting that the “senior 
male was entitled to his position” (Title IX) as the primary 
delegate for Senator. The International Longshore and 
Warehouse Union which had previously endorsed her withdrew 
their support (Arinaga and Ojiri), and Hawaii constituents were 
taken aback with Mink’s outspoken style and often ridiculed her 
bold visions. Her rift from her party and lack of support resulted 
in the loss of her subsequent campaigns for Senator, Governor, 
and Mayor.  
 
 Nevertheless, Mink did not regret upholding her 
revolutionary law. She proudly stated, “If I was defeated for it, 
that’s the way it had to be. There was no way in which I could 
compromise my views on how I felt about it” (“History”). She 
believed that “Life is not based on being an elected politician” 
(Davidson 168) and she still passionately participated in 
Hawaii and national politics to provide justice and equality for 
underrepresented citizens.  Mink was a political pioneer who 
acted upon her “individual conscience” (Kennedy 14) to “do 
what is right, regardless of whether it is popular” (Kennedy 17), 
because she truly had the nation’s best interests at her heart. 
 
 Mink’s political courage still impacts American lives today. 
Her law has inspired feminist movements and expanded women’s 
access to and participation in athletic programs (Mertens). 
According to Sue Gunter, a women’s basketball coach, it was Title 
IX that gave her team access to scholarships and ultimately “the 
juice to go on” (Winslow). Because of Mink, the number of women 
who participate in national college varsity sports increased 
from two percent when Title IX was passed to thirty five percent 
in 1995 (United States 4). The success of Title IX increased 
educational and job opportunities for women, and ushered in her 
companion law, the Women’s Educational Equity Law. Women now 

take more Advanced Placement exams, score higher in reading 
assessment tests, have higher high school graduation rates, 
and earn more advanced degrees than their male counterparts 
(“Women”). The influence of Title IX extends far beyond just 
school. It allows women to change the way they view themselves 
and seek a future beyond the household. In 1972, fifteen women 
represented only less than three percent of Congress (Brown). 
Today, a record number of one hundred four women make up 
almost twenty percent of Congress (Brown), and the numbers are 
only increasing. Because of Title IX, both women and men can 
pursue any career of their interest without being restricted by 
gender stereotypes (“Equal”). Mink’s pivotal actions were not 
only in “[her] own best interests,” but of “the nation’s interest” as 
well (Kennedy 12).  
 
 Mink’s courageous stand against sexism transformed the 
political and social landscape of America. Women are now 
allowed the equal opportunity to pursue their American Dream 
in sports, higher education, or any profession of their choosing. 
“I never [gave] up,” Mink expressed fiercely, “so that others 
[would] not face the same discrimination [as I did]” (“Patsy”). 
She argued that “women need to be represented because [they] 
have a tremendous responsibility to help shape the future of 
America, [and] to help decide policies that will affect the course 
of our history” (Title IX) for the better. Throughout her life, Patsy 
Takemoto Mink relentlessly 
“[rebuked] those who raised the torch of intolerance” (Kennedy 
190), stood for “what in [her] own heart [she] believed to be 
right” (Kennedy 182), and moved the country forward, even at the 
expense of her own career.  
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Holly Janae Grauf
Missouri
Elementary School

 I think courage (or courageous) means that you’re not scared, 
that you’re brave.  Courage is when you stand up for other people.  
You stood up for the person, and if you’re at school, you could 
stand up and tell a teacher.  Or you help them talk to the person 
that was mean.  If someone needed help to stand up, you do things 
that you don’t want to, but you do it for other people.  You’re so 
brave, you’re courageous.  You’re so brave you let things spill that 
you don’t want to spill, but those things are honest.  Sometimes it 
makes you feel good when you do that.  Courage is awesomeness 
of bravery.  When you have courage (especially lots of courage) 
it makes you feel good, so good you want to cry with happiness.  
When you have courage, you’re the best person in the whole wide 
world.  

Courage
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Margo Keller
Indiana
Middle School

 Would you want to make a difference? Many people are 
courageous and have the urge to help. There are people all over the 
world doing courageous things. I believe Martin Luther King Jr. was 
the one who stood out. He was the man who made a life changing 
difference and did whatever it took to do it. 
Martin Luther King Jr. was the man who ended the neglections 
toward African 
 Americans in the 1950s. He also led the civil rights movement. 
He responded by teaming up with numerous religious groups 
to do speeches and movements. One of his most famous speech 
was the “I Have A Dream” speech This speech was heard by 
thousands. Although the person who inspired King to do all this was 
Mahatma Gandhi because of his acts of nonviolence. Other things 
that inspired him were multiple bus boycott’s and his Christian 
faith. However, he was put in jail for breaking the law many times. 
“ Martin Luther King Jr. was jailed along with large numbers of 
supporters, but the event drew nationwide attention(Martin Luther 
King King Jr. Biography).”  One of the reasons he was jailed was 
when he requested lunch service from a waiter and refused to leave 
until he did. As a result of this he was arrested. Gradually, people 
began to see how African Americans were being mistreated. He 
was able to come up with the strength to make a speech in front of 
lots of people who disliked him. To end neglections towards African 
American, it was not easy. He had to use the life skill of patience 
to fight through the slow process of gaining back his civil rights. 
Overtime, people agreed and African 
Americans had equal rights. 
 He was  born on January 15, 1929, in Atlanta, Georgia. Growing 
up, he was the middle child with a older sister Christine and a 
younger brother Alfred.  King was a smart and educated student 
as he went off to college, but later decided to follow in his father’s 
footsteps and become a minister. Later, King was married and 
had four children where he moved to Montgomery. They had four 

The Man Who 
Led a Nation
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children. “Yolanda Denise King (1955 2007), Martin Luther King III 
(born 1957), 
 Dexter Scott King (born 1961) and Bernice Albertine King 
(born 1963)(Martin luther King Jr. 
History).”While he lived there it became the birthplace for the 
struggle to gain civil rights for African Americans. Because of 
this he traveled around the world giving speeches or lectures 
between nonviolent protest and civil rights. When he was on 
one of his trips to India, he got to meet some followers of his 
inspiration Gandhi.  Then he got to go to the birthplace. King 
became engrossed because of this trip to commit more to his 
civil rights movement. He got to see more of how Gandhi did 
things and how he captivated people’s attention. Although, not 
long after one of his marches, King was assassinated by James 
Earl Ray while he was standing on his balcony. 
He died a good life at 38 years old.  
 For his courage he received the Nobel Peace Prize. “ In 1964, 
at 35 years old, Martin Luther King, Jr. became the youngest 
person to win the Nobel Peace Prize(About).” King acted off of 
the two people who disobeyed the law by sitting at the front of 
the bus. Those people were Claudette Colvin and Rosa Parks. 
In their cases both women went against bus segregating and 
were arresting for their actions. He recognized that their was a 
need for a national organization to be made. In part of this he 
teamed up with 60 ministers and several civil right activists. He 
achieved his goal by making the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference. The first step the organization took to reforming civil 
rights was to enforce that African Americans get a vote. 
Also, the group sponsored many meetings and made lectures 
regards of racial issues. 
 Most of the behaviors toward King were mostly dislike and 

disrespect because of his skin color. Most people would have 
treated him like a miniscule, not important human being. During 
his time he would have been neglected from doing certain 
things and going places. One thing you could learn from his act 
of courage is to stand up for what you believe in and don’t be 
afraid pursue your dreams. He recognized that he wasn’t getting 
equal rights and he wanted to make a change. Another, is to be 
confident in yourself. Last of all, to never give up. Martin Luther 
King Jr. was put in jail multiple times, but that never stopped him 
from gaining back his civil rights. Fourth, is to make a difference 
in our world. Their are people who live in poverty and are despite 
for renovation.  
 Right now their is someone in the world who is doing 
something courageous. Martin Luther King Jr. was neglected in 
life, but he fought through that and followed his dreams. He was 
put down, but made the decision to build himself back up. King 
was the one to end neglections towards African Americans. He 
made the world how it is today, free. He was a very courageous 
man as he followed his heart to freedom. 
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